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RN major and 
KSJS disc -jockey,
 Nick "DJ 
Justice"  Martinez, 
takes  requests 
from
 local listeners. 
Martinez spins 
grooves Tuesdays 2-5
 p.m. on the Da 
Undaground.  
`Undaground'
 
hidden;
 
shows
 
rescheduled
 
By Kevin W. 
Hecteman 
Staff  Writer 
Da 
Undaground,
 KSJS'
 African 
American -ori-
ented program,
 has 
undergone
 a major 
transfor-
mation  in the 
last semester.
 
The  show's 
time
 slot has 
been  changed 
and 
many  former 
hosts
 have been 
forced  to leave 
as
 a 
result  of time 
conflicts related
 to the new 
air 
time.  
Some of 
those former
 hosts feel
 the show 
has 
changed
 for the 
worse. 
"What they 
call  Da 
Undaground
 is not 
Da 
Undaground,"
 
former  
host 
Karron 
Martin  
said. 
"It has 
definitely 
turned its
 tide," 
said
 
Kweku 
Guthrie,
 a dri-
ving force
 behind 
the 
program's 
inception.
 
KSJS 
general  
man-
ager 
Sharon  
Jennings  
said there
 were many
 
reasons 
for the 
change. 
"I 
wanted  it to 
be on 
in the 
daytime," she 
said. 
"Hip -hop 
is very 
popular.
 Our 
purpose  is 
to serve
 the campus 
community." 
Jennings 
said students
 are more 
likely to get 
involved in 
the  program 
during  the 
day,
 when 
they're  more 
likely  to be 
on
 campus, than
 at 
night. The 
program
 originally 
aired from 10 
p m 
to 2 a.m. 
Now,  Da 
Undaground
 airs from 2 
p.m to 
6 
p.m.  
Jennings  said 
many 
students,
 especially
 
women, feel 
uncomfortable  on 
campus  after dark. 
and others
 might have 
problems trying
 to get 
home
 at 2 a.m., 
when
 public 
transportation  has 
shut  down for the 
night.  
Martin,  who 
hosted  "Sista 
Circle."  is one of 
those 
displaced 
deejays.
 She said 
Da
 Undaground 
vs 
changed  for the 
worse,  and 
many
 of the rem 
munity-oriented
 
public  service 
announcements
 
are no longer
 on the air. 
Guthrie, who
 helped launch
 Da 1/n11;e:round
 ii 
1995,
 said the 
program  was 
moved  without 
the 
consent of 
its  hosts. 
"The decision
 was made
 regardless 
of what I 
Undaground  
thought,"
 he said "It was
 the deci-
sion of the university" 
Guthrie said the 
university had been 
offended 
by what the show was 
doing  and set out to regain 
control. They
 even went so far, he said,
 as to con-
fiscate  their 
music.  
"They 
seized our entire library," he 
said.  "There 
was
 a concerted effort to get 
rid of Da 
Undaground." 
Guthrie believes that 
African
 American stu-
dents, faculty and staff 
should reclaim Da 
Undaground "by any means necessary," and that 
it will 
take
 more 
DJ Nick 
Martinez
 
mixes  it up
 
for
 
KSJS.  Da Undaground 
than just two or 
three people carry-
ing the entire load. 
Jennings, 
along  
with Carlos Massa, 
music
 director for 
Da Undaground,
 
said the music 
played 
today has to 
be cleared to ensure 
it meets Federal 
Communications 
Commission stan-
dards. Even 
with  
this, Massa
 said Da 
Undaground 
plays a 
wider variety
 of 
music than many commercial broadcasting sta-
tions. Jennings said music was being brought in 
and
 played on the air without being cleared. 
A radio consultant. Donna Helper. was hired to 
evaluate KSJS' programming. including Da 
l'retaground Her report
 on
 the 
tation
 was never 
made public 
In its original format. Da 
In 
i 
.2rourui would 
feature a public affairs show fro
 It) to 1. d 
and music from 11 p in to 2 a ri Jennings said 
complaints 
were received
 about 
the  
contents  
of 
the 
lyrics
 
of some
 
of the hip 
!iv 
Ina 
mg 
played
 Jennings said
 another
 
reason  
for  00 
change
 was to keep
 a 
closer
 eve 
on
 the tll 
VIISIIrIng that it met 1.11' rules 
"We can't afford to 
pay  fines. We want to Mai.  
sure we're doing
 positive things," Jennings said. 
Slii. added that the station had received .o COM-
p1:111,t
 :my of Da Utologromei
 public 
programming 
See 
Radio, 
page  10 
Personal
 
history
 vital to 
breast cancer
 diagnosis 
By 
Shayda 
Fathipour  
Staft 
Writer  
In the United States, a 
woman has a 12 percent 
chance 
of developing  breast
 
cancer in her lifetime. 
Although the cancer rate is 
declining due to greater aware-
ness of breast exams, an 
aver-
age 
woman's  chance of getting 
breast  cancer is about one in 
217 by age 40 and one in 50 by 
age 50, according
 to the Susan 
G Komen 
Breast Cancer 
Fou ndat ion. 
Environmental 
pollution  
and 
poisonous
 
sprays used on 
food-
 are all suspected of being 
t 
causes
 of breast cancer, 
hut 
thert  
is 
wit 
a known cause of 
it, said Iiinny  
Latta,  a nurse at 
Camino Medical 
Group and a 
volunteer at Community 
Breast Health Project 
at 
Stanford. 
There are also factors
 such 
Incidence 
of breast 
cancer 
Age 25 
Age 30 
Age
 35 
Age 40 
Age 45 
Age 50 
Age 55 
Age is a factor
 because, as 
women get older, the chance of 
cancer is increased. It is 
uncomrmin
 ii ir 
worneli  
under  
the 
age  of 35, except 
in 11111111es with 
the 
hereditary 
form  of 
the 
disease  The risk 
f4 
women 
whose mot her, 
sister
 
or 
daughter  has had 
the 
disease  It 
increases even more 
if her relative's 
breast cancer devel-
Imed before
 
menopause, 
when a 
woman 
ceases  men-
`.'. 
strurating,  or if it 
afTected both breasts, accord-
ing to foundation
 information. 
The charm. of breast cancer 
hagel
 
one in 19,608 
one  in 2,525 
one in 622 
one in 
217 
one 
in 93 
one in 
50 
one  in 33 
as age, family history and 
per-
sonal history, 
which could 
explain why women get breast 
cancer, Latta said 
Set. 
Cancer,  page 10 
Regular
 
self-examination
 
can lead to 
early
 
detection
 
By Amy Bankston 
Staff
 Wnter 
The 
opportunity  
Mr 
all 
women
 
to detect early 
signs  of 
breast
 cancer, 
and 
prevent
 
themselves
 from 
becoming 
vic-
tims of the disease,
 is located 
at the. tips of their fingers
 
A breast
 self-exannnation,
 
practiced on 
a regular monthly 
basis by all 
women over the 
age
 of 20, is one of the recom-
mended 
guidelines provided by 
the American 
Cancer  Society 
for early detection of 
breast 
cancer. 
According
 to the society, any 
woman
 who practices self-
examination
 is more likely to 
feel 
small  tumors at an early 
stage, when there is a greater 
opportunity to treat breast 
(alai
 r 
"It I, it 
1,1. t 1,. 
exams.-
 said 
Nur..  
l'iactiom.f
 
f'al 
Ste 
V,
 
,,I11111 
r'1.111
 
.1r1-11
 io.diar with 
their
 
oc% n 
anatomy  
SVt ;111,t,n, 
cc 
II,.  
cc 
'-k- it the 
S.in Jose rs 
is
 
Health Center, omit ntr.itt - 
primarily  In 
1SSIIVS and 
thinks that 
ing 
women 
early ill 
,1(111i1.,  
(price to conduct briia-t self - 
examinations 
is
 itt 
annuitant 
factor in 
ia 
ris deft, tem 
"1 see. 
toni ni mv 
women CA 
ill) 
think 
they  have In 
ccitt 
until a 
ce.rtitin ti nit.
 it
 the. 
month  to 
check theniselves, 
hut they are 
unclear 
about  the. rule's. t hes. 
don't 
do the examinations. -
Swanson  said
 
"Ideally the breast tissue 
icis the  
I St
 
amount
 
it
 11.ir 
newt.
 
influence
 about the la -t 
day 
if
 
a v "man's 
menstrual  
ycic. but 
1 siiy 
to
 do a 
breast  
cxamination about
 once a 
month when you
 
remember 
it," 
she 
said 
A new approach
 to 
conduct-
ing 
breilst
 
selrexaminations
 
was released 
by 
the  
Amur!,  an 
Cancer  
Society  in 
Jaiwary 
1996 The method 
consist- of 
seven steps 
to hi4p 
find 
changes
 that may
 occur in 
their 
breasts  
In 
conducting
 the 
breast  
self
-exam,
 the 
American
 
Cancer
 Society 
suggests  that
 a 
woman
 
should
 
 Use various 
positions
 
when 
performing  
the  exam 
 
Examine t he 
entire  
See Exam, 
page 10 
Parks 
disappear
 as Santa Clara
 County
 
grows  
By Arbon 
Billitigton 
Stott VC tit,r 
San Jose
 is 
yrowing
 
in
 a hurry, 
people  le
 
vi the economic boom, 
hut with the growth of 
the city 
comes
 hassles.
 
A big problem according to the 
San 
Jose  City
 
Chamber  of 
Commerce
 and the League of 
Women  Voters is the lack 
of
 park 
land in Santa Clara County. 
The city has what it calls a gen-
eral plan concerning park lands 
The 
plan was put 
into action
 
back
 
in 1988. It requires 
that,  for every 
1,000 new 
residents,  there must 
be at least three new acres of 
park 
lands.  
The 
problem with the general 
plan 
according 
to
 the 
League
 
of 
Women Voters
 is that it was 
adopted in 1988 when 
the price of 
land in Santa Clara
 County was 
much less than it is now. 
"I thinks everyone 
agrees, we 
need 
more  parks," 
said
 Joan Doss 
of the
 League of 
Women  Voters 
"The question
 is 'Just where
 do we 
get the money"'
 
Steve
 Tedesco
 of the 
San Jose
 
City
 
Chamber of 
Commerce 
agrees 
with  the idea of 
more  park 
lands 
but disagrees with 
the pre-
sent
 proposal that the 
League el 
Women Voters 
supports
 
"This is not 
the right 
formula,"
 
he said. 
"There are other options" 
Funds were set aside in 1988 
to 
ensure parks would continue to be 
built. The two major 
sources for 
park funding are 
the  county's The 
See 
Park land, 
page 7 
Editor's
 
note
 
Due to 
complications, 
Tuesday's
 promised 
second 
part of a 
three-day  
series
 
"California  at the 
Crossroads"  
exploring 
issues 
related
 to 
affirmative
 action and 
educa-
tion will 
not be 
appearing  
today. We apologize for 
any  
inconvience.
 
Education & AffIrmatN 
Action  
OPINION
 
Page
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Clean
 
drinking
 
water
 
a 
`clear,'
 
realistic
 
possibility
 
pawl!. the p.1-,
 ,ffiroilet. I 
to 
oo,,i hat 
a 
, 
'h. 
pit 
hid
 w 
it 'r 
hie;  
ht
 
,corny
 
W;tter
 twpr,,,,, here 
Yo 
ii- 
it 
it
 -.1.,11, 
.11111o,1
 
!iiiitli'\ 
iiiViztt..r
 If you 
go to :potting 
events.
 concerts, 
movies 
or pist 
\\ 
here
 
ekt. god 
-twod  
mom\
 
it 
t cyo 
ce,ston
 
:.-tatiti
 
Tint 
u'.
 that 
thi,i
 
places  :111.
 elI 
mg
 
bottled 
ii iii'!  tyr
 
iitt 
'iii 
prices
 
I Went
 to 
an outdoor
 concert
 
this
 stiminer 
when  the 
terms -la -
lure 
was 
hitting  
the 
upper  90s 
and the 
venue was 
selling
 24 -
ounce bottles of water for $3. 
What  a rip-off 
Sodas  were 
selling
 
14 
the same price,
 but at least 
people 
have to exert 
some 
amount
 of labor to 
produce  them. 
Vet
 despite the 
ridiculous  price, 
people were buying 
water.  
11111(1 it hard 
to
 believe the
 bot-
tled
 water 
business  is 
doing  so 
well 
when
 you have tap
 water at 
home and 
most public
 places 
have 
drinking 
fountains.  
Yet  
Alhiunbra,  
Evian, 
Sparkletts,  
Arrowhead  and
 Crystal 
Geyser 
all  say it:
 bottled
 water
 is a
 
$3 -hi! -
Editorial 
'Speak
 Up,
 Speak
 
Out;'  
domestic
 
violence  
must  
end  
now
 
A-.1
 y,  
ent it 
lyd 
-Sneak
 
I 'n, 
Streak
 
Out'  
l'o 
eaking
 the Cycle.
 of Violence- 
starts 
today 
The  series, 
will  run 
throughout
 
I 
1,1ber 
ti 
(.1 /111CHIP Wli 11 Nat 
lOna
 I DOMPSt 
iC
 
VII /telIC4'
 AtViireileSS
 Month. 
"Speak
 I.Tp, Speak  
I hit" serves as a 
wake 
up 
call  to men 
who  
still  think
 physical
 vio-
lence is the 
answer to 
lifi.'s 
problems.
 
There is 
no
 excuse a 
man  can give 
that
 
would
 justify the 
beating of a 
Wonliin. If 
he
 
I as to beat
 a women,
 then he 
doesn't  need 
that
 woman. 
If 
a man is 
constantly  
coming  to 
blows
 wit 
Ii
 
his 
woman, that 
should serve 
as
 it sign that 
they
 
don't  belong together. 
When a 
stranger  beats 
up on 
another
 
stranger
 the police 
will  arrest the 
person in 
the
 
wrong.  
But when a 
husband  
beats his 
wife 
it', called domestic
 violence and in 
ninny  
cases it's up to the police to decide 
how they 
want
 to 
handle it. The 
decision  of what 
to 
do 
is more 
often than not 
left
 op to the woman.
 
Deciding  it's not 
worth  her time 
and trou-
ble to press charges,
 the. woman 
usually  lets 
the 
matter
 go Men take this as rerun  
-slot'  to 
-:.,,,ply do it again and agnir. 
We ynconragy 
women  to "Speak Up 
and
 
Speak 
thit- against abuse. There are many
 
factors
 to consider
 in 
leaving  an 
abusive rein 
tionship:
 children, 
marriage  and 
financial
 
dependence We 
oryler,tand
 all of that. 
But
 consider thus In 
1991, 
D't percent
 of all 
female 
murder  
1:101111s
 
ill tilf 
I'
 S 
were
 killed 
by their 
husbands
 
in
 bin 
friends
 
In 
plain  
Elltlisli
 
por:t
 
wait
 too 
loot
 
friend,
 
nr1 
Opinion page policies 
Readers  are encouraged to express thernaelvex on 
the Opinion 
piige with a Letter to the 
Editor or Campus Viewpoint 
A Letter to the Editor is II 200 -word
 reeponee to an issue or point 
of view that hee appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
A Callipl1/4 Viewpoint is a 450 -word essay 
on
 current campus, 
political or social wanes. 
Sabi:immune become the property of the Spartan Daily 
and  may 
be 
edited  for clarity, greinmer, libel and 
length
 Subinieelona 
mud contain the author'.
 name,
 
address,  phone number, 
signature and major. 
Submissionot  may he put
 
in the Letters 
to the Editor 
boo
 at the 
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Rental 
Room 20g, sent by fax 
to (40A1 924-3237 or 
mailed  to the Spartan Daily Opinion 
Editor,  
School of  Journalism and 
Moss  Communications, San JOIN. State 
(Inwenuty.  One Wriehington Square, San Jive. CA 95192-0149 
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus! of, the 
Spartan Daily editors, not the
 
staff. 
Published opinions And Advertuiemente do not
 necessarily
 reflect 
the views of the Spartan tinily. the School of Journalism end Mass 
rothmunientions  or 
S.IS11  
SPARTAN DAILY 
lion
-a -year
 
business.
 
These  
companies
 
are 
cashing
 in 
on 
people's
 
fears
 of 
water
 
front  
the 
tap 
and 
people's
 
desires  
to 
drink  
clean 
water. 
How
 
many
 times
 
have 
you 
gone 
for a 
drink  
of
 water
 at 
an
 
SJSU 
drinking
 
foun-
tain,
 (one
 that 
works),
 
and the
 liquid
 
coming
 out
 
like 
milk? 
It is 
for this
 reason
 and 
many 
others  
that
 most
 people
 just 
don't  
trust 
tap 
water.  
Past  
reports  
of 
MEYER  
JOHN
  
looks 
the 
municipal
 
water  
supply  
in 
Milwaukee
 
by the 
parasite
 ciyp-
tosporidium
 
made  
more  
than  
400,000 
people 
ill. 
In 
1993, 
Palo  
Alto
 and 
Los 
Altos 
water
 
supplies  
exceeded
 
lead
 
levels
 and 
the 
liquid
 
coming  
out 
of
 the 
tap  in 
Morgan  
Hill 
exceeded
 
nitrate 
levels.
 
Past
 incidents
 have
 made 
peo-
ple 
become  
skeptical
 of tap 
water 
despite
 the 
passing
 of 
the 
Safe  
Drinking  
Water  Act. 
This 
skepti-
cism has
 generated
 the 
growth 
of
 
the 
bottled  
water  
business.
 And,
 
although  
founded,
 is a major
 
step
 
backwards.
 
high 
lead 
and 
micro-
organism
 content
 in 
tap 
water  in 
certain 
areas
 have 
made 
the 
liquid
 
undrinkable
 
l'or a 
lot of 
people  
For  
(-sample, in 
1995,  the 
Envirenment
 a I 
Protection
 
Agency  
and 
Natural
 
1 
tisources
 
1/efense
 
( ()until
 reported
 that
 
more
 than 
53
 million
 
Americans  
are
 drinking
 tap 
water 
contami-
nated by 
lead, fecal
 bacteria
 and 
other 
pollutants.
 
In 
1991,
 the
 
contamination
 of 
T. 
Anti
-hemp  
propaganda
 
hurts  
U.S.
 
4g 
ere 
there's hemp,
 
Wi
 
there's
 hope," a 
bumper
 sticker
 
says. 
Amen.  
Former President
 George 
Bush,  during his 
term
 in office, 
called
 hemp 
America's
 'home 
grown" 
energy"
 alternative. 
Despite this, 
government regu-
lations
 prohibit the use of 
hemp  
that would lead to the 
U.S.  
being energy -independent.
 
Hemp has 
been
 intertwined 
throughout
 U.S. days of yore. 
The original "Old Glory' was 
fashioned out of hemp 
and the   
first drafts of the Declaration of 
Independence
 were written on 
hemp paper, 
both in 1776. Soon 
after, the pioneers forged 
west in cannabis -covered 
wagons.  
Hemp's 
downfall  began in the 1820s when 
it moved into second place behind cotton as 
America's largest agricultural crop. 
The cotton gin may have made cotton easi-
er to harvest, but the 1990s statistics should 
be convincing at a glance: 
Cotton  uses over 
half of the pesticides sold in the U.S., but 
hemp needs no pesticides at all to proliferate. 
And that, of course, was before it became 
socially acceptable to cut 
down thousands of 
acres of trees for profit. 
The 1880s move to 
tree harvesting was a 
direct result of elitism gone 
mad.
 It kicked off 
with John DuPont patenting the
 wood pulp -
into -paper process and followed by newspaper 
magnate
 William Randolph Hearst, all but in 
financial bed with DuPont, buying up chunks 
of timberland to chop down for money. 
The anti -hemp bandwagon was led by 
Harry Artslinger in the mid- to late -'30s who 
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needed another crusade 
to keep 
himself flush 
after Prohibition, 
which he fathered,
 petered out. 
It was pursued 
by Hearst who 
portrayed
 in his papers 
bands  of 
maniacal
 Hispanics 
and  African 
Americans high 
on the drug rap-
ing
 and pillaging, feeding on the 
blatant
 racist ideals of 
the time. 
This hemp
 inaccuracy 
contin-
ues today
 as society 
in
 general 
and 
the government 
in particu-
lar  still feed off the 
inaccuracies
 
shoveled at 
them for decades and 
refuse to see hemp's 
staggering  
qualities. 
According to the 
U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, one acre 
of hemp 
will yield the same amount of paper 
as
 4.1 
acres of trees and hemp needs one -quarter to 
one -seventh of the toxic 
chemicals  used in the 
wood -pulp paper industry. To compound the 
problem, in 1938, DuPont patented
 the syn-
thetic fiber nylon 
to
 replace hemp. Nylon con-
tinues
 to be massively produced, despite the 
knowledge that it 
destroys  the ozone layer. 
In addition, 
hemp  is an excellent fuel 
source. Eliminating offshore drilling and any 
possibility of oil spills, hemp could be substi-
tuted for petroleum -based fuel 
and plastics, 
thereby saving U.S.
 oil reserves, reducing the 
trade deficit and protecting 
the environment. 
So welcome to the tree -chopping, ozone -
destroying, oil -layered, debt -ridden, energy
-
dependent,
 environmentally -ignorant
 United 
States. 
God bless America 
Terri K. Milner is 
Managing  Editor of the 
Spartan Daily. Her column 
appears every 
Wednesday.  
When
 we 
have 
the 
technology
 
to 
distribute
 
clean,
 
drinkable
 
water 
through
 
pipes  to 
our 
homes  
and
 
public  
places,
 why 
can't
 we 
provide
 
everyone  
with
 
safe
 
drinking
 
water?
 We 
shouldn't
 
feel 
obligated
 
to buy
 pond
 
water  
that 
we 
can't  
even  
be 
assured  
is 
safe.  
Tap
 
water  
needs  
to 
become
 
drinkable.
 
It is 
ridiculous
 
to
 buy 
bottled
 
water  
for 
outrageous
 
prices  
when 
there 
are 
better 
ways
 of 
doing  
things.
 
John 
Meyer 
is a 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Staff  
Writer.  
Reasons
 to 
avoid
 
online  
cheating
 are 
numerous,
 
compelling
 
Tlie
 internet
 has become 
the new outlet 
for 
cheating.
 Students 
no longer have 
to
 beg 
their  friends for old 
papers  or pay hun-
dreds
 of dollars 
for 
someone to 
write one 
for them. 
It
 is now as 
easy as surfing the 
net for 
designated 
term 
paper sites. 
If a student wants 
to obtain a term 
paper
 there are
 plen-
ty of web sites ready 
and loaded 
with 
ALLISON K. WRIGHT  
papers on almost 
every topic 
imaginable.  The owners of these 
sites have literally
 created a "cheater's par-
adise."
 
Cyber Fret File is one web site that is geared 
for college students because the 
web site has a 
very big subject selection where students 
can 
find material that would fit most upper and 
lower division coursework paper requirements. 
There are web sites that make it seem fash-
ionable to cheat with site names like 
"Cheater.com," "The Evil House of Cheat" and 
"School Sucks." The names make light
 of steal-
ing someone's thoughts and ideas in an effort to 
play down 
their  unethical 
business.
 
Reasons abound as to why I think students 
should not indulge in "cyber-term paper land." 
First of all, it is wrong to sell out on your own 
intelligence. Maybe you think your writing 
abilities are not the best, but when you receive 
a grade for something you produced with your 
own ingenuity it will make you feel better 
about yourself. Taking intellectual material 
that is not yours is depleting yourself of the 
wisdom you could of gained if the 
paper  was 
researched and formulated
 by your own mind. 
Second, most papers off the 
net  wouldn't get 
you a grade higher than a D. If 
you  had a for-
giving
 professor, he might
 spare you with a 
C-. 
The 
reality
 is web site owners do not
 have pro-
fessional  critiquers weeding 
out the papers 
that 
are written poorly. When
 students go to 
the net they are 
playing Russian 
Roulette 
because  
papers could
 be laced with 
grammati-
cal  errors or the 
content might 
have been 
altered. 
Third,  teachers 
are  joining forces
 to put an 
end to 
online 
cheaters.
 Many 
teachers  are 
already
 printing out 
many papers 
that
 are pro-
vided 
on
 the sites 
so
 they can 
catch  cheaters. 
So the 
next  time you feel 
the urge
 to 
cheat  
just 
know it may
 not be 
worth  it in the
 long 
run. 
You could 
get  caught, 
you  could be 
bought 
or you could just be 
worse  
off for 
not 
partaking  
of 
the  knowledge 
your paper 
contained.  
Allison  K. Wright Ls a Spartan
 Daily
 
Staff  
Writer.  
Cartoon  didn't present 
both  
sides of Ireland
 issue 
In
 reference to the. IRA/Sinn Fein 
cartoon which appeared in the 
Sept. 23 edition of the paper, it 
was unfortunate that
 the Spartan 
Daily chose to deal with the complex 
problem of 
Northern  Ireland in 
such 
a flippant manner. 
The  Irish people have a history of 
hundreds of years
 of abuse at the 
hands of the
 English, including the 
deaths of something
 approaching a 
million 
people  through, at 
best, the 
neglect or, at 
worst,
 a genocidal poli-
cy during the 
Famine  of the last 
cen-
tury. 
That some people in 
the occupied 
portion of that 
nation  should feel it 
necessary to resort to violence should 
come as a surprise 
to
 no one. After 
all, we Americans took a not dissimi-
lar path 200 years ago. Considering 
that political prisoners have been 
held for as 
long as a decade or more 
without
 
trial, that British  
troops are 
not 
restrained  by any 
search and 
seizure laws and
 that England has 
been 
cited  for human rights 
abuses  
by the UN, 
Amnesty International 
and nuist other 
human rights groups, 
any thinking
 person should 
have 
cause to reflect 
on the reality of the 
portrayal of the situation
 we usually 
get on this 
side of the Atlantic. 
It is important 
for everyorw to 
remember  that there are 
at least two 
sides to every
 dispute, and if one 
wants to know what 
Democrats  real-
ly believe, 
it is probably 
best
 not to 
ask 
Republicans.  
Most of what 
appears in the main-
stream U.S.
 press comes 
via the BBC, 
the official
 voice of the 
British
 gov-
ernment.  A good 
example  of what 
this 
can lead to was 
the  funeral of two 
Loyalist
 policemen
 several 
months  
ago. Film of 
the event 
was  shown 
on
 
all the 
major
 
networks, 
hut  not a 
word was said 
about  a 
Catholic
 man 
who was kicked to death by members 
of a Protestant paramilitary
 group 
while walking through 
his own 
neighborhood a few days prior to the 
attack on the policemen. 
This is not 
to
 condone the 
actions 
which  took place, 
just
 a plea that 
interested people 
get the entire story 
before 
deciding  what is 
true  or false. 
The
 English 
version
 is there to 
be 
seen, but those 
who might be 
inter-
ested
 in a different 
perspective now 
also have 
the  opportunity
 to read the
 
Sinn 
Fein side of the
 conflict via 
itshome 
page  on the 
internet 
)httpJ/www.iu1netagminnferMn&ll1htznll,
 
Most
 SJSU students
 would not 
allow  
Rocky and Bullwinkle to 
decide
 
their  
politics
 for them. 
Why then 
let  this 
cartoon? 
Nyle  
C.
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'Work to 
End' 
abuse,
 
domestic  violence 
(Note: This is the first
 install 
ment of 
a month 
hing
 
series  
on 
issues 
related to 
domestic
 
violence  
entitled  
"Speak
 I 
Speak  Out. 
Breaking the
 nvele of 
Violence.;  
By Yvonne
 
Ohumukini-
 
Urness
 
Staff 
Writer  
The 
issue  of 
domestic  
vio-
lence is 
coming
 out 
of
 the closet 
and into 
corporate
 America. 
No longer
 just a 
"family" 
issue, 
domestic  violence 
has 
reached 
epidemic
 proportions
 in 
America. 
Each
 year, four 
mil-
lion women are
 victims of abuse
 
by their 
husbands
 and 
boyfriends.
 
In a New York
 study of hat
 
tered 
women, 75 
percent  said 
they
 had been 
harassed  by the 
batterer
 while they 
were at 
work,
 54 percent 
reported  miss 
ing an 
average of 
three  days per 
month 
and 44 percent 
lost at 
least one job
 for 
reasons
 direct
 
ly related
 to the 
abuse  
As more and 
more domestic 
abusers extend their 
harass 
ment to 
the  workplace, 
empley  
ers are 
realizing that 
domestic  
violence 
affects  not only 
an 
employee's 
performance,
 
het 
their own
 bottom line 
as
 yy 
through
 lost 
prod 11C. r i 
\HIV,  
increased
 health
 cart. 
(lists.
 
absenteeism,
 employee
 
turnover  and, 
occasionally,
 
workplace violence.
 
In a 1994 
survey  
of
 Fortune 
1,000 
company 
executives,  
49 
percent 
believed  that 
domestic 
Breaking the Cycle 
of
 Violence
 
"There are a 
lot of 
local, both small 
and large, organi-
zations that 
have
 
worked 
with us (in 
the past). 
- Kat
 Morgan, 
SAVE 
director  
violence  had a harmful effect on 
their company's 
productivity 
and 80 percent felt that it 
affected
 ern 
pleyees  
all 
walks  
of life  
Today mar ks the Bay 
Area's  
second  
annual
 -Work hi End 
Domestic VOilence 
1)ay," which 
launches 
Natiorril  
Dottiest',  
Violence
 An
 
a r,111.-, 
Mon I II 
Vorkplace-ceolot  (al 
iictivilips 
will locUs I/001 employ-
ers and 
employees  
can 
become
 
more  aware of 
signs  of 
domestic  
violence 
The day is being implement-
ed locally by Shelter Against 
Viulent Environments. Kat 
Morgan_
 the 
shelter's  director
 if 
community  
education,
 said 
local 
businesses and corporations 
have been invited to host 
brown
-bag 
lunches
 
about
 the 
topic.
 
"What 
we
 did was 
we
 began a 
discussion with them
 about 
ways
 we could expand our part-
nership," Morgan said. "There 
are a 
lot of 
local,
 both 
small  and 
large, organizations that have 
worked with us (in 
the past). 
When 
we started looking at 
workplace issues and develop-
ing policies and protocol, things 
really shifted to more of that 
type 
of
 focus." 
On a national level, Kaiser 
Permanente, The Gap, Target, 
Marshal's, Liz Claiborne and 
Polaroid are educating their 
employees on the signs of 
domestic violence and encour-
aging 
them to take 
an active 
part 
in helping their
 
fellow
 
em ployees. 
"Sometimes 
it's just some-
thing 
you  can 
say
 
to them,"
 said 
Morgan, who also does corpo-
rate  presentations on the topic. 
Domestic 
violence  in the 
workplace, rare 
as it may be, is 
still a reality. An example of 
this, according to the Family 
Violence Prevention Fund, was 
the Aug. 1 episode of the "Oprah 
Winfrey Show." Guests 
included  
the 
mother  of a woman who was 
killed at work by her ex
-
boyfriend.
 
The 
murdered daughter had 
See Work to End, page 7 
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By Ingrid Perez 
Staff 
Writer  
Various
 religious
 groups 
on 
campus
 want to 
educate  
people
 
about 
religion,  but 
students  at 
San
 Jose 
State  
University
 
aren't  taking
 advantage
 of it, 
the 
director
 of 
Catholic 
Campus  
Ministry
 said. 
Ginny
 Hinkle 
said Campus
 
Ministry
 has been 
at SJSU 
for 
over 
70
 years to 
educate 
the 
campus 
community  
about  the 
ideas  of 
Catholicism.
 
Hinkle  
said  
there
 aren't
 many 
stu-
dents
 
attending  
Monday
 
through
 
Thursday  
church  
ser-
vices
 at the 
John  
XXIII
 Center,
 
located
 across
 the 
street
 from 
the 
SJSU
 
theater  
People 
are  
See  related 
Face/ Off 
page 6 
tending
 to 
stay
 away 
from 
organized
 religion
 and are 
so 
busy 
getting  
accustomed
 to 
college 
life
 that they 
can't  find 
the time,
 she said. 
"We do as much 
publicity as 
we 
can,"  Hinkle
 said. "Word
 of 
mouth
 has 
been  our 
best 
method 
of bringing
 people 
on 
hoard."
 
Anna Lang
-Soto, 
the  chap-
lin 
for 
the  
Episcopal  
Canterbury  
Community.  
said 
the group
 started 
two years 
ago 
because  students 
are shy 
to discuss 
spiritual  
issues  in 
an
 academic
 setting. 
According 
to
 a study 
from a 
workshop  
she
 
read,
 Lang -Soto 
said 84 
per-
cent of 
Americans  believe 
in
 a 
"divine" entity, hut
 only 18 per-
cent of Californians
 go to 
church. The meetings
 in the 
Student Union show 
an atten-
dance varying between
 2 and 
16 students, she said. 
Lang -Soto said another 
explanation 
for the low 
turnout is 
because  the group 
has only 
been around for a 
short time. 
"Our campus is still learn-
ing a lot 
and it'll take time for 
them to 
learn about us," Lang -
Soto
 
said. 
"It's 
just a 
practical  
See Religion, page 7 
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SJSU
 
ice
 
hockey
 
team
 
skates
 
into
 
new
 league
 
7 
! \ \ 
rir--I rime 
.1,
 
 Coatii  
-.11
 
,.deenied  itt'II 
t\ 
rrr. 
II 
I 
-!t  
;-; t;tr's 
PCIIA  
cr..ivn
 will bt. 
t hi. Spartan 
skaters 
e 
have iferatleti to 
Iiitus our 
ivclusivt.ly tlfl 
IIIIIr1(7.111  
:t ItitIll C711)1,1III
 lhirir 
,\(11A
 
1/14,n
 
rtzairrieri  
'4,11 rt. 
't..1111  had 
,,anzno.t.n thIi
 
A 
. 
lilt cliA 
 
pit
 
(Thor's.  - 
.0,1.2.1  
Coast
 7-1
 iti 
1'0 t'olli.ghtte 
Iliki 
Thi
 the 
ing %%hat 
may  he the 
best
 line in the
 
r 
entire ACHA.
 Captain 
Danny 
Thebeam 
who led 
the  team in 
points 
ir 
ACHA 
last year 
with  72, will 
be centering
 
hi
 
him  Ryan  Berry and Dean 
Wilson. 
- 
s.151' 
Wilson 
has played 
NCAA Division
 
r 
II
 hockey 
at a 
private
 school 
in 
0:11
 
si In 2 
Nlinnesota.
 He 
has  
also 
seen some 
mist 
ICHA  action
 in the 
Roller 
Hockey 
Weber  International
 league. 
ieragiil
 more 
Erick 
Lahrs will 
once again 
mind 
:1st the
 nets
 for
 
the 
Spartans.
 Lahrs,
 
from  the 
Buffalo
 area, 
had a 
,ii
 R.::, id:ism,.
 is confi- 
12-1-2 
record  this 
past year 
and 
tiam  is 
much
 recorded
 the 
only
 three 
shutouts  
for
 
the 
Spartans. 
I. a 
much
 
Defenseman  
Joel  Jenkins
 will be 
sr dr: 
...i
 --woe
 
new  
returning
 to the 
Spartan
 
lineup. 
r, offset the 
Jenkins 
is
 a former 
1VIVP  of the 
team
 
..It.Itt and, 
according  to 
Glasow, 
he
 looks 
sI
 
LI 
-kale'', 
is
 :just as 
good this 
year.  
,,,t 
205 -pound 
SJS1'
 begins 
its quest 
for  the 
ilb 
help the 
ACHA 
championships
 this 
upcoming
 
-4r tonxards
 Saturday at 
/.$ p.m. in the 
Ice  Centre 
located acros 
from Spartan 
Stadium.
 
Ii
 
return -
Pitching
 
duel
 
ends
 
in 
Giant
 
loss
 
IN 
Pitcher 
Kevin  Brown
 
holds  SF to 
four
 hits as 
Marlins  take a 1-0 
lead 
in the best
-of -five 
series
 
garlic  
rli1H.;
 
with
 Et 
' 
liritkn 
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..
 lit-nterhi ,it th, 
plate. 
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  . 
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.1 
that kii.; H 
,,tioris
 I 
without  huh
 
:core 
l'orane,  the
 only 'Alb: 
; 
has been with
 the tem., - 
g e arn iri 
199:1,
 Iregari Ito 
1,11  t't ,' 
against  Julian 
Charh-  Johnson iva fid 
by
 .1 
ii.r,  
attempt
 
:to.:
 to molt 
Atter
 limberto Herr.
 
 ..erl 
Tavarez.  
I 
'raw 
, 
both runners 
with
 a 
tit 10 
lice. and 
Jini
 Eisenreicl, 
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flied out to 
end  the top of 
the  ninth. 
.0 a The
 victory was 
welcome  medicine 
k, 
Herm  Mr Florida's Jim 
Leyland, who 
man -
'2
 1 
aged his first
 playoff game 
in five 
years while 
battling walking
 pneu-
r: mant, moma. 
w, up "I 
don't feel well, but 
obviously
 I 
hall fbel a lot better 
than I would have if 
- thrits we 
had lost," Leyland said. "It 
was 
just 
It great, great playoff game." 
II 
II- 
;Z:IIIItt-
 Game 2 will be Wednesday,
 with Al 
 
hi,- Livo.t Leiter pitching against
 Giants' ace 
Shawn Estes. 
 Iii
 
-iii
 
"It's tough to lose the first 
game," 
In San 
Framisco manager Dusty Baker 
 
h.imiened.  sun."but we're coming back with 
our 
! my Olt." hest Wednesday." 
%%Ifi III -We're going to bounce back, like 
'r.r nunurs u,e've done 
all year," Mueller said. 
011- 
"ThIS is unique. It 
doesn't  take 
a. 
,t 
mach to 
gt iterate something
 positive. 
1111l.ii WV keep fighting." 
drim .1 Brown. who  no -hit 
the 
Giants in 
:
 i,
 
-fl% June.  this 
time  
took a 
two
-hitter
 into 
0 ' il 
t he seventh. Mueller,
 who hit seven ,o  
L 
F.
  ...Ina. homy runs during the regular season, 
then pulled a 1-0 pitch into the sec-
, 
.k 
tor ond row of the right -field stands. 
tittpitrtlId Johnson. who batted just .119 in 
I all 
lioth 
the 
final  24 games of the regular sea-
, r.ted r,on 
acrobatic
 
son, 
hit a 2-2 pitch over 
the score-
board  That was the only damage 
against Rueter, who allowed four hits 
and  one 
run. 
Brown also gave up four hits and 
one run, raising 
his lifetime ERA 
oust the Giants to 0.71 in six 
st-rts  Ile allowed seven hits in 
three  
games agatnst 
them
 this season, 
in(I  iding a 
no-hitter
 in June. 
"I
 wish I'd 
been  a lit-
tle more 
dominant  
today," Brown said, 
"but   
I'll take
 it" 
7. 
.'k pitrlirrf
 t%ri 
itrrfect
 
,r Irt
 ...rr 
for
 tht. wild-
r.- I 1,..irr/. 
took
 
the 
loss
 
 , 
impoiris
 
oil the top
 of till' 
tIii
 ruri to 
give 
Sari
 
nI Johnstril.,  
the 
ev-
rr 
rrr% Bonds 
went 
 
ik,,ing  his life -
to 
1114  Ile 
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Scrum
 
lord
 
Scott Lech 
nivr/Sparlon  Dad% 
Karl Laucher, who 
wants tu 
01 
vwC,- 
rugby 
team 
as 
a club 
sport,  
demonstrates
 offensive 
mail.
 
r., 
'a,11 
members
 on campus 
Tuesday.
 Laucher's rally to 
recruit
 I"' I ,r /pie 
to 
Tower 
Lawn
 
He 
needs  15 women
 to play. 
but 
, 
r 
' 
doesn't
 
bother
 him. 
"If we're short on 
people 
and y, ' 1r; I 
II
 put you in," 
Laucher
 
said. He added
 that rugby is an 
air:ink,
 
: .11111 
t'le kr y 
is to get enough people 
to play. If there is enough 
people,
 the 
.., ; 
play
 two preseason tournaments
 at 
Stanford  in November and 
December
 
The 
cost is 
nearly  $100 for 
unitoons.
 
t:at L 
i 'or
 
said he hoping to get sponsers 
to cover the bills. 
He also aspires to travel out
 uf the country for competition.
 He 
said Europe is an option, but his team would definitely play in Southern Californian 
and East Coast 
tournaments. 
The team's season would be short because there are only three other
 women's 
rugby teams  UC-Santa Cruz, Santa Clara and Stanford -- in Northern 
California.  
SJSU seniors Heather 
Carroll  and 
Jennifer  
Strode.
 tumor 
Christina  
Francisco
 and 
freshman Angela Medina 
currently  
comprise
 
the  entire 
squad  
"It looks 
really
 bad right now." 
Laucher  said 'With 
15.000 on campus, 
you'd  think 
that you could get 15 people to play 
rugby"
 
Lowest
 Prices  Year
 
Gold
 Rings Starting
 
at 
$249  
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COLLEGE 
JEWELRY  
Spartan
 
Bookstore  
Sept. 29 
- Oct. 3 
9am - 
3pm 
41.
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Gates 
uses
 Internet
 
like 
a 
'regular
 guy' 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
 
Bill 
Gates switches from the 
world's richest person to regu-
lar guy when you ask him how 
he 
uses  the Internet. 
He finds it useful to read the 
news 
online  before it 
arrives
 on 
paper. He likes 
to look up film 
reviews 
before  taking his 
wife
 
to the movies. And the vast
 
range of information on the 
Web 
amazes 
even him. The head 
of 
Microsoft
 Corp., like 
many  
other computer 
users, is start-
ing to live the "Web lifestyle." 
Someday, he said, the
 Net 
will be so ubiquitous 
and  simple 
to use that we 
will  take it for 
granted. 
"Ten years 
from  now if I give 
a speech,
 'Living the 
Web 
Lifestyle,' 
people will laugh  
just as 
they'd  laugh if I said 
the 
'phone lifestyle' today," he 
said. 
"They'd say,
 'What kind 
of
 
visionary  is this guy?'" 
Gates  spoke in an interview 
before 
launching  the new 
Internet 
Explorer  4.0 browser 
at a big bash 
on the San 
Francisco waterfront 
Tuesday
 
evening. He called 
the program 
a 
"pretty significant" 
step 
toward making the 
Web  part of 
everyday
 life. 
Internet 
Explorer 
4.0 
promises to make 
it easier for 
people to take advantage
 of the 
Internet 
by
 blurring the 
bound-
ary 
between the vast
 global 
mesh of 
computer  
networks
 and 
the personal 
computer.  
Only about 
half the PCs 
in
 
the United States
 are on the 
Internet, he said.
 But he pre-
dicted
 that in about 
a decade, 
the 
majority of adults
 will turn 
to the Web several
 times a day 
for 
information, 
entertainment  
and 
communication.  
But further 
advances  are 
needed 
before  that 
happens.  
Personal
 computers them-
selves 
must improve, 
offering 
better 
sound, video and 
screen  
technology.
 They must continue 
to become less costly. Software,
 
including
 Microsoft's, 
also must 
become 
simpler  to use. 
And companies
 staking their
 
future on 
the  Internet need 
to 
do 
a better job of spreading the 
word how computers and the 
Web can help families, schools 
and 
businesses.  
"We need to be a little more 
evangelistic," 
Gates  said. "We 
need to 
tell the story of how a 
school
 did well ... or how a little 
company
 worked with 
its cus-
tomers  
better."
 
He has 
plenty  of examples of 
how  the Internet 
helps  his work 
and  enhances 
his  leisure 
hours.
 
Gates 
depends of the
 Web for 
business news
 he needs to read 
immediately,
 for example a 
Fortune 
article  about a 
competi-
tor, before 
the magazine's 
paper  
edition arrives.
 He and his 
rela-
tives are
 coordinating
 their 
Christmas plans 
through elec-
tronic 
mail.  And Gates 
and
 his 
wife recently 
ate  at an Indian 
restaurant they 
learned about 
on the
 Internet. 
Gates  also plays bridge 
over 
the Net 
with  his friend Warren 
Buffett, the
 legendary investor. 
His 
eyes
 light up 
when he 
talks  about
 his 1
-year -old 
daughter,  who 
already  is 
fasci-
nated 
by the 
"'puter."
 The 
Internet
 will become
 an even 
bigger
 part of 
everyday  life 
by 
the 
time
 she's a 
teen-ager,  he 
said.  
In 10 years,
 people will e-
mail their doctor, car mechanic, 
pizza parlor and children's 
school the way they now use the 
phone, Gates said. People on the 
road will be able to phone their
 
computers, getting "voice" 
updates of mail and informa-
tion from the Internet. 
Small, 
digital wireless devices 
also will 
link to the Web. 
Within 10 years, 
most  people 
will be 
living
 Web lifestyles, 
even if they aren't aware 
they're
 doing so, he said. 
"The 
key 
question  
is 
when  
does it 
become
 so 
central  
that  
you
 
almost
 take
 it for 
granted,"
 
Gates  
said.  "When
 it 
fits
 into 
how
 you 
do 
everyday  
things."
 
Coral extract 
fights cancer 
LOS 
ANGELES
 (AP)  A 
chemical extracted from a 
rare, yellow coral found off 
the  
northwest coast of western 
Australia knocks off cancer 
cells in the test 
tube and might 
one day 
become  part of the 
anti -cancer 
arsenal, 
researchers say.
 
Experiments
 conducted 
at
 
the 
Scripps
 Center for 
Marine 
Biotechnology  
and 
Biomedicine 
in La Jolla 
found  
that the 
substance 
prevents
 
human 
cancer  cells from 
divid-
ing  the 
key  process in 
tumor 
development.  
Eleutherobin 
appears to 
mimic taxol, a 
drug derived 
from
 the bark of 
the yew tree 
and a powerful 
weapon
 against 
breast and 
ovarian  cancers. 
It's too 
early to say if 
eleutherobin 
will  do the same 
in people, but 
its test tube 
promise 
was enough to 
inter-
est 
Bristol-Myers 
Squibb, 
which 
has patented and
 
licensed  the drug.
 
Eleutherobin was an 
acci-
dental find by 
William  Fenical, 
director of the Scripps center. 
While collecting samples in 
the shallow waters of 
Bennett's 
Shoal  in 1994, "we 
just stumbled across these 
tiny, yellow animals sticking 
out like fingers
 from the rock," 
he 
said in an interview. "We 
really 
weren't looking for 
can-
cer drugs. We 
were much more 
interested in learning some-
thing 
about  how marine ani-
mals defend 
themselves 
against fish and all kinds of 
animals that 
will
 eat them." 
Fenical brought samples 
back to 
Scripps,  where post-
doctoral 
student Thomas 
Lindel isolated 
eleutherobin  
and 
tested
 it. 
"We  began to find 
out this 
material is 
very,  very powerful 
"The
 animal stud-
ies are incomplete
 
in this 
at this 
point  due to limita-
tions of the com-
pound."
 
 Craig Fairchild 
senior research 
investigator  
and toxic against cancer
 cells," 
Fenical
 said. It was 
so
 potent 
that 
at first "we were 
a bit wor-
ried about perhaps
 the danger 
of 
working with
 the com-
pound." 
They 
next  sent samples to 
Bristol-Myers
 Squibb, 
the 
world's largest 
cancer drug 
manufacturer and
 producer of 
a semi
-synthetic  taxol from 
pine
 needles. Scripps
 and the 
drug maker
 have a cooperative 
agreement 
on
 natural drug 
development. 
The 
early  findings appeared
 
in the Sept. 17 issue
 of the 
Journal of the American 
Chemical  Society.
 
Craig Fairchild, a senior
 
research 
investigator at 
Bristol-Myers
 Squibb in 
Princeton, N.J., 
said in an 
interview
 Monday that
 
eleutherobin results
 remain 
preliminary
 because 
researchers don't
 have enough 
supply 
to conduct all the 
mouse testing they'd 
hoped  to 
finish by now. 
"The animal 
studies
 are 
incomplete in 
this at this point 
due to 
limitations  of the com-
pound,"
 Fairchild 
said. The 
drug has
 only been isolated in 
small quantities from 
the  coral 
and 
scientists have not yet 
been able to synthesize it, he 
explained. 
Although taxol and 
eleutherobin are 
chemically  
different, 
both  bind to cell 
structures 
called microtubules 
 the cables that 
guide chro-
mosomes during cell division
 
 and 
block  the process. 
"You 
very  seldom find 
differ-
ent 
molecules  that have
 pre-
cisely  the same 
mechanism  as 
a 
molecule like 
taxol," said 
Gordon  Cragg, 
chief  of the nat-
ural
 products 
branch  at the 
National 
Cancer  Institute 
in 
Wash
 i ngon 
He suggested 
that the dif-
fering  
structure
 might 
mean 
that if patients
 with ovarian 
cancer 
develop  
resistance
 to 
taxol, 
"maybe they 
won't be 
resistant
 to the 
eleutherobin."  
Already,  test 
tube experi-
ments with 
discodermolide,
 a 
taxol-like 
chemical 
found  in a 
sea 
sponge,
 have 
shown  "that 
those  types of 
cancer  cells that
 
are resistant
 to taxol are sensi-
tive to 
discodermolide,"  
said 
Ross 
Longley,  the
 research
 sci-
entist 
from
 Harbor
 Branch 
Oceanographic
 Institution in 
Fort 
Pierce, Fla., 
who  discov-
ered it. 
"There's a 
contest
 going on 
here  
who's  going 
to
 reach 
the goal -line
 first" in develop-
ing 
a taxol 
alternative,
 he 
said.  
Fenical's 
research  was 
fund-
ed by the  
National  Cancer 
Institute
 and the 
California  
Sea Grant 
College System.
 
*raw.
 
Prestigious
 
college.
 
Dean's
 
list.
 
You've
 
done
 
everything
 
right.
 
Why
 
stop?
 
We
 
know
 
you're
 
sought
 
after
 
by
 
every
 
high-tech
 
company
 
on
 
the
 
planet.
 
Choosing
 
which
 
company
 
to 
start
 
your
 
illustrious
 
career
 
can
 
be
 
more
 
difficult
 
than
 
your
 
choice
 
to
 
go
 
to
 
San
 
Jose
 
State
 
University.
 
Altera
 
can
 
make
 
your
 
decision
 
a 
little
 
easier
 
when
 
you
 
consider
 
what
 
we
 
offer.
 
Since
 
we're
 
at
 
the
 
forefront
 
of
 
the
 
semiconductor's
 
hottest
 
segment
 
- 
high-performance,
 
high
-density
 
programmable
 
logic
 
devices
 
and
 
associated
 
computer
-aided
 
engineering
 
logic
 
development
 
tools
 
- 
we're
 
able
 
to
 
give
 
you
 
the
 
chance
 
to
 
work
 
with
 
the
 
absolute
 
latest
 
technology
 
and
 
the
 
industry's
 
best
 
professionals.
 
And
 
our
 
unprecedented
 
new
 
employee
 
rotation
 
programs
 
allow
 
you
 
the
 
luxury
 
of
 
training
 
with  
many
 
different
 
groups
 
on
 
device
 
architectures,
 
circuit
 
and
 
logic
 
simulation,
 
layout,
 
laboratory
 
or
 
applications
 
assignments.
 
What
 
other
 
companies
 
can
 
offer
 
that?
 
Check
 
out
 
these
 
openingv
 
Software
 
Engineers
 
 
Product/Test
 
Engineers
 
Design
 
Engineers
 
 
Application
 
Engineers
 
Sales
 
Engineers
 
 
Technical
 
Writers
 
Finance
 
 
MIS...and
 
more!
 
ACT
 
NOW:
 
See
 
us
 
on
 
campus
 
October
 
8th 
at
 
the
 
Recruitment
 
Fair
 
located
 
in 
the
 
Barrett
 
Ballroom
 
at
 
the
 
Student
 
Union.
 
if 
you're
 
unable
 
to
 
meet
 
with
 
us
 
on
 
compus,
 
send
 
your
 
resume
 
to.
 
Altera
 
Corporation,
 
Attn
 
College
 
Recruiting,
 
101
 
Innovation
 
Drive,
 
San
 
lose,
 
CA
 
95134-2020
 
fox
 
14081
 
544-6409
 
or
 
Email
 
dcary@altera.com
 
Equal
 
Opportunity
 
Employer
 
www.altera.com
 
 
 
Graham's
 
comment
 
causes 
uproar 
SAN 
FRANCISCO  Al',  A 
city supervisor has condemned 
the Rev.
 Billy Graham's remark 
that 
"homosexuality
 is a sin." 
Supervisor 
Amos  Brown told 
the Board of Supervisors that 
"at some
 appropriate time, we 
should issue
 a resolution 
appealing to Mr. Graham
 to 
back off his statement." The 
board took 
no action on 
Graham on Monday. 
Graham, in 
Northern 
California for a series of evan-
gelical crusades  including an 
Oct. 9 
revival
 in San Francisco 
 made the comment last week 
when prodded
 by reporters. 
Graham referred to 
homo-
sexuality as a sin and said, "It 
is wrong ... it needs to be dealt 
with and needs to be forgiven." 
He then tried to soften the 
condemnation by saying, "But 
why jump on that sin? There 
are bigger sins." 
Brown, a minister himself, 
likened Graham's remarks to 
those of the Rev Eugene 
Lumpkin, a San Francisco min-
ister and former member 
if 
the 
city's Human Rights 
Commission.
 In 1993, Lurnpkin 
said "the homosexual 
hf.estyle 
is an abomination against 
God."  
He was later fired from his 
commission post 14 the 
remark. 
"I welcome Brother Graham 
to San Francisco,"  Bross n 
said. 
"But, Brother Graham. you 
deserve the same kind of whip-
ping as Eugene I.umpkin if you 
feel homosexuality
 is 
a sin." 
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Do 'Higher
 
Powers'
 keep a 
tally (11 
those who
 (iticnd 
service:i. 
and those
 who 
don't?  Is 
heathenism
 deter-
mined 
by
 a lack 
of Sunday
 school
 attendance:'
 livo
 Spartan
 Daily 
staff.  
members.,  
Ingrid  
Perez
 and 
Aaron  
debate
 whether
 or not 
hell is the
 d( 
of those 
who don't
 spend 
time in a 
house 
of
 worship.
 
Where 
do
 SJSU 
students
 and 
jOculo.  
.shind
 on 
the 
issue:'  
See  the 
campus  comment 
below...
 
If a 
person
 
doesn't
 attend
 
church,
 
will  
they  
go 
to 
hell?  
Students  
should
 make 
time
 for 
church;
 
worship  can 
enrich  
day-to-day
 living 
Wfun
 
student,  
attend
 college,
 they 
lose something. 
Virginity
 
pos-
sibly  
Innocence
 maybe
 
Religion 
definitely.
 
In 
this 
day,
 more 
stu 
dents
 art, filled
 with 
their  
own
 
sense  of 
religion
 
Students
 
are into 111:1111.! 
their lives 
the way they
 
please without
 adhering 
to
 
the rules
 of struct religious
 
protocol They 
live by the 
motto  -Carpi, diem," 
Latin
 
Fir "Seize the 
day"  Living 
:is 
free spirits.
 uhi,inv S111
-
!kilts
 forget 
what
 their par 
ents
 have taught
 them 
about God.
 Buddha or any 
other 
higher
 being 
they  
were 
taught to 
worship. 
I sat in 
Mass with 
my
 
family
 Sunday 
for the first
 
time in 
almost  a month. 
Ask 
anyone  and 
they'll  tell 
you 
that isn't toe 
I always 
try 
to go to church.
 I go not 
because
 I'm scared
 I will rot 
in 
hell  but because 
I want 
to be 
there.  But 
since
 I 
started
 school, 
I have been 
so 
inundated  
with
 studying,
 
writing
 
stories and work 
that 
I 
haven't
 attended
 
Mass.  Being
 busy is a 
logi-
cal reason
 why 
many  
people
 
don't
 go to their 
respective 
religious 
establishments  
With 
a number 
of people 
not 
attending  
church.
 can 
those people really
 think 
they will make 
it to 111.11%4.11, 
or itiw otlor 'lace
 
outside of 
Fort 
toil'  
that 
deci  
'arm 
isn't in Inv hands 
W0111i1111  SW:
 
they  vt*011lt  
bil'a
 use I believe God is 
for-
giving.
 but it is no 
doubt  
that he 
wants  his 
followers
 
to attend church.
 I can't 
...peak
 about any other
 reli-
g1011 
I can see
 
t hat 
011 a 
college  
campus. the free 
exchange 
of 
ideas
 is 
pertinent
 to 
maintaining pllblie
 pfIICP. 
Sliiiiints
 
wouldn't
 be 
happy 
with people preaching they 
attend religious service -
But students are 
losing
 
spirituality They don't have 
111.0pit
 
ti 
i talk 
to,  includitig
 
priests and 
rabbis
 So 
who  
do they 
have to 
talk
 
to  
They 
rarely  turn to friends 
because 
lie', don t  want
 
them to think 
crazy or inca-
pable of main 
taming 
a life 
Illit sole 
of 
huffily 
They 
are 
fearlul
 
turning
 to 
those at 
horn 
I'
 
they
 
doti.1  
want 
to
 
back 
home
 
staff  
k 
rata  
WIlt.11
 
people
 
V 
are 
aww. 
trim, 
110111P 
jr.'
 
eptibl, 
to self 
(Imam:mon
 
Students
 
should 
khow
 
that
 
there an 
:Twins
 on 
campus
 
that
 cah lead them
 
bark
 to 
their
 hilt 
4 
in 
campus. 
there an 
aoups  
such as the 
Catholic
 
Campus Ministry,
 Campus 
Crusade 
Mr 
Christ 
and 
"Hang'''.
 with the
 Jews -
that
 give 
students
 :in 
opportunity  
to 
learn 
about  
their relignalS
 
Tlii!SO!  
groups 
twin
 
sttidents
 got 
in touch with spirit 
ality
 People shouldn't 
disown these
 
Hubs
 
without 
giving
 them a 
chafiCe
 
I 
know
 
that 
going 
to church isn't the 
most  
exciting 
thing. 
but it is 
only  one 
hour 
of your week to 
praise  
your
 Where%
 
er 
it may
 be,
 one lunar
 
isn't so notch to 
ask  
to 
gut  to your respec 
tive 
religious
 
estab 
lishntent  
and
 
'.'.-or
 
ship with  
others of 
your
 faith. 
There is nothing 
in 
the  Bible 
that
 
makes
 Catholics 
go
 
to church. I don't
 
think
 it is 
about  
physically 
being 
there 
It's about hay 
ing a 
love for church 
in your 
heart  But I 
they are 
t 
Ingrid
 
Perez 
rat 
111./It
 
1.11;
 
We Need You 
During 
the semester, the 
Spartan 
Daily  will
 offer
 a spe-
cial feature 
called "Face Off." 
"Face Off" is a 
debate
 between 
two writers 
on a contemporary 
issue. If 
you'd like the 
chance 
to go 
face-to-face  with 
a 
Spartan  Daily staff 
writer con-
tact  Opinion 
Editor  Kimberly 
Lamke by calling
 (408) 924-
3281 or 
e-mail  her at 
SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu.
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 L 
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Salvation  
should
 be based 
on contents 
of 
the
 heart, not 
on
 deeds or 
attending  
church
 
11 1,, 
defines
 mean 
ati E ticket ride 
into 
.,ell 
.1--  
eter 
tlie  eternal 
abyss,
 nor (lot's 
w 
1,1 tot
 the sitting in 
the front pew on 
ked I 
death,  Sunday guitrittitee 
you'll be 
"vet 
a 
hanging
 with the Almighty
 
;,,d in Heaven 
I at boil, 
iiplirirwitig 
A church, 
tenip1(. sytiti-
H I, ine 
11, if'
 
'ii,' 
it' and  
pr.  
ai ollr 
;ifi! 0111 1. 
I 
.iiirliii  cli111,11!.
 11111111111g1,,
 11,011 
\ 011 t H 11.!,111011
 li.01! 
1!!0110.!I  to :IN 
11111-r  
The% art, 
'!it'' in 
hell
 Imildinfts much 
...obit') like the 
grocery  
It,' further
 from 
store
 voii buy 
t truth....our  produce
 
it 
Aaron 
A 
William 
There
 11, t. a  
0 
iii  
mamcal  -It -vat tur 
Senior 
to leas. 
nuns and
 healed the
 sick.
 His 
wit ness was to those who had
 
faith  and 
believed
 in the 
promises
 of the 
kingdom
 of 
heaven. Not
 those who had 
the "look 
good" down pat. 
The beatitudes, 
perhaps  
Jesus' greatest
 teach-
ings, make no 
mention  of 
going to a church. 
Instead it talks about 
the poor in 
spirit and the 
pure in heart. Never 
does Jesus say, "Blessed 
are they 
who go to 
church, For they shall 
not go to hell." 
I am not denying 
that you
 must have 
faith in 
your  God. Living 
the way 
the Bible, Koran, 
Torah, Tao or 
any  other holy 
book teaches would seem to 
be more important than just 
showing up to church. 
If 
you look into these 
philosophies you will find an 
underlying current in all --
love 
God 
(whatever it might 
bet, and love each other. 
In Tao 67 it says, "I hold 
three treasures close to my 
heart.  The first is love; The 
next, simplicity; The third, 
overcoming ego." 
The Bible also confirms 
this in 
Matthew 
23:37. 
When 
:isked what the greatest com-
mandment of 
god  was, Jesus 
replied."Love your God
 with 
all of your 
heart  and all your 
soul and
 all your mind." 
What good does going to 
cluirch do if 
you  are hypocrit-
ical 
towards the 
beliefs
 of 
your 
faith" Faith lies
 within 
the  hearts :Ind minds 
of each 
01 
11S, 
110l
 
iii 
S01111. 
building
 
erected and adorned
 with 
St ained glass 
and filled with 
gold 
chalices.  
For those
 who think
 that 
the
 path to heaven
 goes 
through  the 
cat lied ra 
I, 
mosqlle,  synagogue
 remem-
ber, "judge 
not, lest 
ye be 
judged
 " 
I 
It r c
 
hi 
II 
s 
Mr
 HIP 
il/p  
!''t_'-it 
it 
t 
ITV 
v,orsliip. 
It --imply doesn't work 
that 
way  
tlitirch
 n is ot 
about f011 
l're11.11illg
 111 order to 
recite 
I-011,1114
 cc'
 pravers or flipping 
n re 
into  the roller 
tem 
plate 
16,.11 church
 is, the collee 
ti 
iii 
of 
people  
W110 11:11:1!
 
fnthi 
;1101 Whio practice
 what their 
savior has taught them. 
Whether it is Jesus f:hrist, 
Buddha or ally Hindu God, 
being  witness to your faith 
through  your actions is peril-
! tuomit in heaven of 
whatever 
afterlife
 you 
believe  
Salvation 
is 
based 
on
 
what's iti your heart, not
 
how 
high 
your
 
bonnet  is or that 
oil
 dropped more 
in 
111f1 
r01  
lect
 
to plate 
than 
the 
Even
 
Jesus 
held contempt
 
h,r 
Plia,.see...
 the Ii''.', ii
 
iri : ,r., of 
the 
vogue-
 
ii 
lit
 t 
Mit.  Of 
('I 
inivt 
1111, 
111-,i-t Mr them is 
prevalent
 
t 
liroughout
 
the  
Bible In Nlattliew 2i:15, 
Jesus said, 
"kk'oe
 to you, 
teacher- of the law 
and 
Pharisee,. you hypocrites! 
Nutt  
travel
 over
 
land 
;End 
1-1141
 
ti,
 WIII single convert,  and 
IN111.11 
111!  111.(1111111!S 
OM!, 
you  
make him 
tvice as tinich
 
Li 
01 
11441
 
is 
instead chose
 
to 
embrace  the 
poor
 and the 
lor 
rotten 
He
 walked with sin 
Campus
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non
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Give a helping
 hand 
Scott Lechner /Spartan Dat4 
Alan Lazaro 
of
 the Athletic Training Department tapes  
Ken i Yano's sprained ankle before 
volleyball  practice in the Sports Complex. 
The training department assists
 players daily from 12:30 to 6:30 p.m. and 
during  games so that their injuries don't 
intensify.
 
Religion 
 
 
Continued 
from page 3 
thing (for people) to 
be aware of 
US." 
Being a commuter campus 
also contributes 
to the low 
attendance at meetings, Lang -
Soto said. Students 
live
 in a 
fast
-paced  world and cannot 
always find the time between 
school 
and work to attend 
church functions, Lang -Soto 
said. But she is optimistic. 
"As students discover what 
the group has to offer, more stu-
dents will come,"
 she said. 
While the groups are seeing a 
low attendance at their meet-
ings, Wali Rahmani, the presi-
dent of the Muslim Student 
Association, said there is a rise 
of students attending its Friday 
prayer. 
Rahmani said people are 
curious about the details of the 
Muslim religion which encour-
ages them to come to the meet-
ings. There were
 25 people in 
attendance at Friday's prayer 
and the group has 80 Muslim 
members. 
Rahmani said there  is a rise 
in the amount of younger people 
in the Muslim religion. Many 
younger Muslims ;ire curious
 
about the differences
 betwel'il 
how  Americans and 
people  born 
in Eastern
 countries practice 
1sf am. 
All the clubs have different 
beliefs and Lang -Soto 
said
 it 
contributes to learning about 
religion. 
Sharing  ideas helps 
people get closer to God, she 
said 
"Each denomination has cer-
tain ways of seeing things," she 
said. 
'Not
 guilty'
 in death
 of 
two  
VENTURA (AP)  
Jurors  
ruled 
a furniture 
merchant  was 
innocent 
by reason 
of
 insanity 
when  he 
killed
 two friends
 in 
Ojai. 
The verdict
 Monday after
 4 
112 days 
of deliberations
 means 
Miguel
 Hugo 
Garcia,  43, 
will  be 
confined
 
to
 a state psychiatric 
hospital, 
not prison, for 
as little 
as 
six months 
or as long 
as
 the 
rest of 
his life. 
Garcia 
told detectives
 he 
believed
 he was 
killing
 the devil 
and a 
demon  on 
May  22 when 
he 
fired six 
bullets into
 Albert 
"Jim"
 Alexander,
 83, and 
12 into 
Alexander's
 
daughter,  
Helen 
Giardina,
 42. 
"Where 
is the 
justice?"
 the 
dead 
woman's
 
husband,  
Thomas 
Giardina,
 said. 
"How  is 
it that
 this 
evil,  
despicable  
man 
could 
murder
 my 
beautiful,
 
beautiful
 
wife
 and her
 father 
in 
cold 
blood,  
and
 right in 
front of 
my 3
-year -old 
son, and
 all he 
gets 
is an 
excuse 
for the 
mur-
der?" 
Deputy  
District
 
Attorney  
Robert
 Calvert
 had 
argued 
that 
Garcia 
was 
sane
 enough
 on the
 
night 
of the 
shooting
 to 
know  
what
 he was
 doing,
 to 
under-
stand it and 
to know that it 
was  
wrong.  
"I felt 
going into 
this case, 
that it was a 
call the 
communi-
ty 
should  make," the 
prosecutor  
said. 
"I 
just felt that 12 
people  who 
live in 
this community should 
he the ones to make the deter-
mination  of whether hp was 
sane or insane." 
The night of the killings. 
Garcia 
had  tried to woo Helen 
Giardina with dinner, wine and 
gifts  a pair of doves, 
a gilt-
edged, red leather Bible 
and a 
rose on her pillow, 
the prosecu-
tor said. 
But 
when
 Giardina spurned 
him, Calvert told jurors, the 
pair argued loud 
enough to 
awaken Alexander, who 
came  
out of his room to intervene, 
grabbing a gun on the 
way,
 
Calvert said. 
Garcia shot Alexander and 
his 
daughter,  the 
prosecutor  
said.  
Defense 
attorney  James 
Farley told 
jurors that Garcia's 
mental illness 
had been wors-
ening in the 
preceding  months, 
and that he suffered
 a severe 
psychotic episode. 
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 A 
UC 
Irvine 
physician
 
on 
trial  for egg fraud 
SANTA 
ANA  (AP)  After 
the 
University  of California 
shut down its fertility clinic in 
1995 under a barrage of law-
suits alleging egg -stealing, 
two of its three partner physi-
cians  left the country. 
The third. Dr. Sergio Stone, 
tk hi) put up 
home for secu-
rity and said he wanted to 
clear his name, went on trial 
Tuesday, charged with cheat-
ing insurance companies,
 tax 
evasion and conspiracy. 
The federal complaint 
makes no mention of the scan-
dal that closed the UC Irvine 
Center for Reproductive 
Health; nor did attorneys in 
opening statements. 
"They have the wrong per-
son there," said defense attor-
ney John D. Barnett, pointing 
to the 52 -year -old doctor at 
the defendant's table. 
Prosecutors
 
unfairly 
lumped Stone together with 
the clinic's former director. Dr. 
Ricardo H. Asch, and Dr. Jose 
Balmaceda, he said. Those 
two 
performed  most of the 
surgeries that 
made  the clinic 
world-famous among childless 
couples, he said. 
"That doesn't have any-
thing to do with Sergio Stone," 
Barnett told 
the jury. "He did-
n't do that kind of 
work."  
Asch now practices in 
Mexico ('ity;
 Balmaceda is in 
The university, which ran 
the clinic 
as 
part
 of its 
med-
ical center in the city of 
Orange, was sued by more 
than 100 former patients. 
Most of those suits focus on 
Asch 
or
 Balmaceda. 
Patients alleged that the 
doctors had 
given  them other 
patients' eggs or 
embryos,  
without either 
party  consent-
ing. At 
least 15 mothers had 
babies with another couple's 
genetics, according to civil 
attorneys.
 
The university 
has paid 
$18.4 million 
in settlements, 
with 20 of more
 than 100 
cases remaining unsettled. 
Several civil
 lawyers Tuesday 
took notes for
 their own cases, 
although 
the  criminal attor-
neys avoided any mention of 
the egg
-swapping 
cases.
 
State legislation 
now 
makes it a crime for 
fertility  
practitioners to steal or mis-
use patients'  
reproductive
 tis-
sue. No specific 
federal 
statute as passed. 
Walled  in by easels 
and 
projection
 screens,
 Assistant
 
U S. Attorney Thorn as Bienert 
Jr.  compared operating 
reports by clinic nurses and 
reports by the doctors. docu-
menting an indictment ;illeg-
ing 20 
counts  of 
mail
 fraud
 
"They were partners in this 
clinic, and you will see they 
were 
partners  in crime." he 
told the jury.
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Park
 
land: 
Continued 
from page 1 
construction
 and conveyance
 
tax
 and the 
Parkland 
Dedication
 and 
Park  Impact 
ordinance,
 the league said. 
Since 
the introduction of 
these  two 
monetary  
sources,
 
land values
 have risen 40 
per-
cent. The 
same amount
 of 
money 
is being set
 aside for 
parks
 now as 
was  in 
1988.
 
According  to 
the League
 of 
Women
 Voters, the 
differece is 
that
 now 
everything  is 
more 
expensive.
 
"This 
tax could 
drive 
up
 
rental 
prices $250," 
Tedesco 
said. 
Currently, 
five  housing 
developments
 
have  been 
planned 
in Santa Clara
 County 
that 
create homes for 
roughly 
20,000 new 
residents and 
many  
more are 
pending, according to 
the City of San Jose Planning 
Commission. 
The 
problem with 
five
 of the 
developments,  as the league 
sees 
it, lies in the fact that 
only
 
eight acres of parks have been 
planned in concurrence 
with  
the 
new  developments. 
There  
simply isn't enough money to 
create any more park lands, the 
league's Doss said. Tedesco 
agrees that it is a problem, he 
feels that a 
better  solution is in 
order.
 
It costs on 
average $200,000 
to $300,000 to develop a piece of 
land into a 
park,  according to 
Doss. 
"I could pay 
a little extra 
if 
there 
was  a tax," said 
Trevor 
Crowson a 
SJSU
 liberal studies 
major.  "There are 
so many peo-
ple in this 
county, a little bit 
from everyone
 goes a long 
way."A
 number 
of
 citizens of 
this county
 might be willing 
to 
pay  more in taxes 
to help build 
more parks but that's 
not what 
the 
League  of 
Women
 Voters 
has  in 
mind.  
"We 
think the developers
 
should pay for 
the  parks," Doss 
said. 
"The  focus 
now is how
 
much 
money  are 
they
 willing to 
give and 
where do we get the 
rest."The
 league 
wants  develop-
ers 
to
 foot the bill which 
will be 
passed 
on
 to new home 
owners, 
according 
to Tedesco. 
"We are 
in favor of having 
new park lands
 we just dis-
agree with the 
proposal.
 We can 
do 
better," Tedesco 
said. "You'll 
get
 rates so high 
no one can 
afford 
to move in." 
The 
argument for more 
parks
 is one most 
agree  on, as 
many 
believe  they are a neces-
sity 
in our 
neighborhoods.
 
"Above 
all, the argument is 
persuasive
 that land once 
developed 
is beyond recall," 
DOSS said, "and 
a housing tract 
designed without a park or 
open space never will enjoy 
the  
benefits that grace many of our 
older 
neighborhoods."  
Work to 
End:  
Continued from page 3 
notified her boss that
 her ex -
boyfriend, who was a former 
deputy sheriff, had threatened 
to kill her at the courthouse 
where she worked The boss 
threatened to fire the woman if 
she failed to show up for work, 
but said he would protect her if 
she did. The next day her ex -
boyfriend killed her at her 
office. then committed suicide. 
Onizuka Air Force 
Bast) is issuing a proclamation 
officially declaring today as its 
Work 
to
 End 
Domestic 'itilence
 
Day 
according  
to David Lee. 
director
 of community 
educa-
tion for Support 
Network  for 
Battered Women. 
"As it turns out, having it on 
one day is a little 
artificial,  as is 
anything
 when you declare a 
day to focus on something, 
because it's really a year-round 
problem and the 
strategies that 
are used to 
respond to it are 
also 
year-round,"  Morgan
 said. 
"So that's what
 we're really 
looking at 
is having 
this be 
more  of the kick-off to bring it 
to 
people's  attention, 
to their 
consciousness  
if 
it's already 
there" 
Man 
dies 
over
 quarter
 
LOS 
ANGELES
 (AP)  A 
panhandler stabbed to death a 
man who refused to give him 25 
cents, police said Tuesday. 
Edward Dixon, 40, was 
arrested at about 2 a.m, and 
booked for 
investigation  of mur-
der. Lt. Richard Ackerman said. 
He was being held without bail. 
A knife found about a block 
away from where David 
Mekhrahian  was killed
 led 
police to Dixon, 
he stud. 
Mekhrahum, 22, of Glendale
 
and his father were sitting in 
their parked car on downtawn's
 
South
 
Hill
 Street at about
 7 
p.m. 
Monday
 when a man 
approached and asked for ;a 
quarter, Ackerman said 
Mekhrahian told 
him they 
did not have ;my money The 
panhandler began 
yelling
 obscenities at 
them  and 
refused
 a request to 
leave from 
Mekhrabian's 
father, who 
opened his driver's 
side
 
door  to 
try to 
reason with 
the  man. 
Ackerman said. 
Fearing  for his 
father's  safe-
ty, Mekhrabian left 
the car and 
went to his
 father's side.
 He 
was 
stabbed  him twice
 in the 
left side,
 Ackerman 
said.  
The 
panhandler 
fled and 
Mekhrabian  died a 
short time 
later  at a hospital. 
"Unfortunately,
 25 cents
 for 
someone's  
life
 is hardly
 worth 
the  risk," 
Ackerman  
said. 
The knife police
 found was 
recognized by an 
officer
 who 
recalled  having
 seen it 
when  he 
spoke
 to 
a 
local homeless 
man  a 
few 
days 
before, 
Ackerman
 
said 
teSaddie 
Rae 
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Ni,- director 
-1{,iseinary's
 
Baby" and "Tess- lured
 the girl 
to ,lack 
Nicholson's  home while 
the iictior was 
away, prosecu-
hirs
 
said.  
Polanski  
then
 gave 
Iter the 
sedative 
methaqualone,  also 
known as 
Quaaludes, 
and  champagne 
and had sex 
with  her, they 
said.
 
If convicted, the 
director 
faced up 
to
 50 years in 
prison 
Instead, he 
pleaded 
guilty
 to 
one 
count  of unlawful 
sexual
 
iniereoUrse
 with a minor 
and  
rive
 
other  counts
 were dis-
missed 
Polanski faded to 
show up 
fiir sentencing 
in Santa 
Mnnica, fearing now
-deceased 
Superior Court Judge 
Laurence J. Rittenhand
 would 
sentence him to prison. 
Dalton told the judge 
hiliinski fled 
the  United 
States, and Rittenhand 
issued 
a bench warrant for his arrest 
that remains in effect. 
The victim,  a
 
mother
 
of
 two 
who now lives
 in 
Hawaii.
 does-
n't ,,hiect
 
to Polanskis return 
to Los Angeles or sentencing 
that avoids incarceration, the 
TV -tation said. 
"We're not going to com-
ment. Pnlanski is a fugitive 
from  the court.- said Sandi 
Gibbons, spokf,swoman for the 
district iittorney's office. 
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Hooters
 
forced
 to 
hire 
male
 
servers,  pay 
$3.75
 
million
 
CHICAGO 
(AP)  -- 
Hooters
 
has agreed to pay $3.75 
million
 
to settle a lawsuit filed by men 
who  were denied employment 
by the restaurant chain, which 
is known for its voluptuous and 
scantily 
clad women bartenders 
and
 servers, the Chicago Sun -
Times reported today. 
While there will be men wait-
ing on Hooters customers, the 
agreement also provides that 
women will still make up the 
hulk of the serving  staff. 
Three Chicago
-area  men 
sued Hooters after 
being  denied 
employment
 at an Orland 
Park, 
Ill., 
restaurant.  
They'll
 each get 
$19,100 in the 
settlement.  
Four men 
who filed a 
similar  
lawsuit 
in Maryland
 will 
receive  $10,350 
each.  The rest 
of a $2 
million sum will be split
 
among 
men who 
sought
 host, 
bartending or 
serving jobs with 
Hooters  between 
Dec.  25, 1990, 
and June 
1,
 1997. 
The settlement comes more 
than a year after
 the federal 
Equal 
Employment 
Opportunity Commission quiet-
ly dropped its 
four-year investi-
gation  of 
the 
complaints,
 saying
 
it had 
better 
cases to 
pursue.
 
Hooters  
originally  
defended
 
its  
failure
 to 
hire  men 
in the 
contested
 
positions,
 
saying,  
"female
 
sexuality
 
is a 
bona
 fide
 
occupation."
 It 
cited  all
-female
 
jobs
 like 
Playboy 
bunnies.
 
The 
company
 even 
launched
 
an 
advertising
 
campaign
 
fea-
turing 
a 
burly,
 
mustachioed
 
man 
wearing  
a blond
 wig 
and 
Hooters 
uniform,
 
holding  
a 
plate 
of 
chicken  
wings 
and 
exclaiming:
 
"Come
 
on, 
Washington.
 Get 
a grip."
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 we not waved Of 
verified by the newspeper. 
EMPLOYMENT 
VALET PARKING 
for
 Hotel 
& Rest. 
Flexible
 schedules to trt your 
needs.
 
Salary plus tips. 288-6159. 
SKILLS COACH -Will provide 
one-orhone
 training to 
Individuals
 
with developmental 
disabilities  
in the
 San Jose area. Must be 
a high school
 graduate with 
14- yrs. related
 experience. 
$8.50-510.00/hr. DOE. FT & 
PT 
available.
 Call Anaite Letona at 
408/735-7890 or 
mail  resume 
to: CDP 505 West Olive Ave. 
#320, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086.  
FOR HIRE- SAN
 JOSE LASERS 
need help with 
game  nights. Sell 
merchandise or 
other duties. Pay 
levels vary. Work at Event Center.
 
Call 408-271-1500 x 308. 
RECEPTIONIST - Rd or part-tima. 
Must 
be professional, organized, 
self -motivated, multi
-tasked,  
reliable and a "Team 
Player".
 
Phones, filing 
and some typing. 
Fax resume to: 
408/277-0706
 or 
apply in person
 at: AnzaGraphix 
2 N. Market St San 
row CA 95113 
TEACHER 2 POSMON AVAILABLE  
Full-time infant position, 58-510 
an hour. 
Excellent  benefits,  paid 
vacations. Also 
Part-time Evening 
Supervisor
 
for  Church 
Childcare.
 
$11 an hour, Monday-Thursday. 
Please
 call 
Good Samaritan 
Preschool 0 
408/996-8290. 
DIAMOND BILLIARDS 
Seeking: Conterperson/Cashier & 
Waitress. Part-time,  flexible hours. 
Need to be: Friendly, outgoing 
with strong 
customer  service 
skills  and 
good
 
work  
ethics.
 
API*
 
in person Mon. Fri. 
after  4pm. 
4700 Almaden Ex 
pwy.
 San lose 
408/266-7665.
 
ADMIN ASST FOR MKTING CO. 
Phones, data entry, report 
editing  
& special projects. Eye for detail, 
accurate spelling 
and  a good 
command
 of the 
English 
language
 
a must. 8am12pm,
 M -F,  Call 
Terry 
408/4532600.  
HAMBURGER MARY'S 
Now Hiring P/T Day
 Servers. 
Call Kevin or Mike 
947-1668.  
PRESCHOOL 
TEACHER
 NEEDED 
Close to campus. 
Mornings. 
Afternoons  or FT. 
57/hr. and up. 2-5 year olds. 
High quality center. 
571 N. 3rd St. 
Lauren 286-1533. 
MUSICLANSI We are 
seeking
 self-
motivated,
 team 
oriented 
people 
who play brass, woodwinds, 
and/or stringed instruments for 
our retail store. Retail sales 
experience & 
bi-lingual  preferred.
 
PT/FT possible. 
Contact
 Dave L 
 
554-9041.  
SMALL 
FURN. STORE looking for 
hardworking, energetic person. 
Job includes 
sales, It. warehouse 
& delivery work, some heavy 
lifting. Good hourly wage, flex 
schedule.
 25-40 hrs/wk.
 No 
experience  necessary, 
will train. 
Contact Tracy at 294-7353 or 
feet resume to 
294-4070. 
COPY OPERATOR -High 
Speed & 
COWIN 
Some
 Bindery 
work.  Exper-
ience preferred, 
but will train. Full 
or 
part-time evenings. Must be 
reliable, 
orgainzed,  detail orient-
ed, enjoy 
fast
 paced environment
 
& have 
lean
 Pleat " Attitude. 
Fax 
resume to: 
408/277.0706
 or 
apply in 
person  at 
AnraGraphix
 
2 AL Market St 
(downtown San
 Jose) 
408/277-0700. 
VETERINARY ASSISTANT
 - Camp 
bell. 10-20
 hours weekly. 
Friday 
mornings a must.
 Some Sets. 
$7.00/hr. 
Call 374-6114 
Lisa.  
THE OUVE 
GARDEN  
ITAUAN 
RESTAURANT  
has F/T & P/T
 server positions
 
Must be available
 2 times/week
 
from 11am 
4pm. Nights & 
weekends 
available as 
well 
940 
Blossom  
Hill  Rd 
Apply 
between 
2-5 daily.
 
P/T =VERY
 PERSON for 
small 
furniture
 store. 
Must
 
be
 available 
Sat & Sun.
 Some heavy 
lifting.  
Valid  CDL  and 
good 
DMV. 
Knowledge of South Bay 
helpful
 
but not
 required. Approx. 25 
hrs/wk,
 F/T during sem.
 breaks. 
Contact Tracy at 
294-7353 or 
fax 
resume  to 
294-4070.  
ATTORION 
DIERGETTC  PEOPLE! 
Belle 
Mb
 Restaurant
 is 
looking
 for positive. Mendly
 
people
 to III a 
guest  relations
 
posit Ion 
at the 
front desk 
57-59/hr.
 Call 
2801993.  
ask for Karen
 or Michelle. 
ADMIN 
/SALES ASST 
Fast -paced 
sales otitis
 
his pert -time
 
posrtion
 
(rnomInp 
or afternoons) fa  
detail
 
Wanted, comp, literate energetic 
prof. w/sicl, phone 
skins. Cast 
sac, 
filing, typing duties. Fett 
resume: 408.402 1689 Attn:
 
Niki.  
PICTURE FRAMING design S edge 
Flex hours - 
weekends required. 
lheGreat 
Frame Up,408723.2666. 
INSIDE 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Full -Time,
 Mon -Fri 
8:00am-4:30pm 
Founded in 1925, George S. 
May International is a leading 
management 
consulting  firm. Our 
business is booming, and we need 
motivated team
-players  to help 
schedule 
appointments
 with small 
to medium sized companies 
throughout the Western 
US. 
Well
 provide you 
with 
fully paid training, 
competitive  
compensation ($7.00 per hour + 
commissions,
 with ar earnings 
potential 
of 
$30K+!),  a 
complete  
benefits package, flexible work 
schedule, & a fun team 
oriented  
work environment. This is a 
perfect
 opportunity for anyone 
considering  a change from 
the 
retail or restaurant grind 
No
 
nights & weekends!). Anyone who 
likes people is encouraged to 
apply! 
To arrange an interview, 
please call Steven Sanchez at 
(800) 955-0200 ext. 220. or 
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991 
W. Heading St. San Jose, CA 
95126. 
Fax: 
(408)244-6415.  EOE/AA. 
GEORGE S. MAY 
INTERNATIONAL
 CO. 
CLERICAL 
POSITION  for busy 
insurance agency Filing 
& mail 
room duties. 15,
 Mon -Fn. $6.75/hr. 
Call Bud or Donna th 296-5270 
INFORMATION CENTER: The 
Student Union
 Inforrnai on  
Center
 
currently
 has a position available
 
15-20 hrs/week.
 M. Tu, Th after-
noons. Workstudy encouraged 
Contact the Student 
Union 
Directors Office, 9am - 5pm, M-F. 
RECEPTIONIST  Full or part-me 
opportunities  available. 1 
year  
minimum 
experience  answering 
phones, 
clerical duties 
involved.
 
Working knowledge
 c 
Word
 & 
Excel
 are 
helpful.
 F 
,.  
, .0 
408/653 1855,
 
, or 
call 6531515 
STUDENTS NEEDED 
Lam
 while you Leam Program. 
Have all your expenses paid, 
while you go to 
school.  
Pay your tuition wrth CASH. 
Graduate
 with 6
-figure 
income.
 
Call recording (408)271-6993. 
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
 
P/T Salad / Sandwich servers 
9am-2pm,
 Mon. -Fri. Energetic 
& 
Friendly. 
Apply at 86 South First
 
San Fernando. 
DATA ENTRY, 49-$12/hr. Strong 
typing 
skills,  
accuracy more
 impor-
tant than 
speed.  
Attention  
to 
detail, computer literate. Great 
opportunity for entry level individual 
looking  for long term 
opportunity.  
Reese
 
he resume to 408/6531855 
attention Mama, a car 6531515. 
CLERICAL 
, 
MecliCai
 
Data 
entry. 
Computer
 
I 
erare, P T 
Salary $9-$10,Mr.
 F.D, Resume & 
War 
Ltr SAY. 408 2r 
3 
e,,41.13
 FOE 
DRIVER NEEDED 
For on call service.
 
Please call (6501712 1660. 
NEED A FUN & INTERESTING JOB? 
10 nous a week. TH/hr & 
a few atxr 
perks. Great people to so* with. scam 
programming/publicity,  tabling on 
campus, office work (tiling, computer 
action, database maintaindnce,  
research). flexible 
hours.  We want: 
computer skills, bright, outgoing, 
na afraid
  
to smile or talk with people, 
aeatke, enthusiastic, noncomplaner,
 
Jewish background or knowledge, 
resportsbie. Call Sal Jose KW abaft 
internship at 40133583636 a 54 
OFFICE MANAGER P/T, Detailed. 
computer literate, billings, bene-
fits, P/R, inventory & purchase, 
reconciles
 P/C. 4 
years. 
exp.
 reg.
 
accounting & 
administration.  
Salary $13-$15/hr. Fax resume 
to: SAY, 
408-253-5903.  
BICYCLE
 MESSENGER 
Part-time, Flexible 
Hours.
 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown SanJose. 
Inner
 City Express. 
22W. Saint John 
St. San Jose. 
PHONE INTERVIEWER. Long term, 
$8.75/hr, 30 hours per week.
 
Make quality  
calls  using a script,  
pleasant phone voice. Will train. 
Pease fax resume to 408/6531855 
Attn: 
Maureen  or call 653-1515. 
CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR 
seeks full/part 
time
 sales 
person,  data entry, customer 
service & electronic technicians. 
Call 408-4537243 
or 
Fax resume 408-441-9988. 
SCHOLASTIC RECRUITS 
Enjoy 
your senior year. 
Let us find your career! 
Call (888) 999-GRAD (4723) 
$
 EARN EXTRA CASH 
up to $600/monthl 
Become a Sperm Donor. 
Healthy males, 19-40 years old. 
Univ. 
Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact
 California 
Cryobank 
1650 324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30, 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
 
Elem. school -age recreation 
program. P/T from 2-6prn,
 M  F 
during the school year. Some P/T 
morning 
positions  available from 
approx. 7am-llam. F/T during 
summer
 camp. Xlnt salary,
 no 
ECE req. Los Gatos Saratoga 
Recreation. Call Janet at 3548700 
x223.
 (Not available 
school year? 
Call for summer employment: 
lifeguards & 
camp  leaders). 
 TEACHER  INSTRUCTOR  
PrT. Elementary
 Schools 
Der 
tA,  or Ceder!, a NOT
 Rec., rnr.1. 
Oa:xi/lorry  
for Teachrg Experience.
 
Need
 Car. 
Voce 
Mal:
 
1406i
 287-4170
 
out 408 
ECE/ME  
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to 525.00/hr salary a 
tips, 
Students needed n the immediate 
area.
 Full-time/part
 
time 
openings.  
Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International
 Bartenders 
School. 
COACH: 
Looking
 
for  Flag Football 
Coach with good communication 
skills
 & sports background, Need-
ed 
for
 fall 
season  to help grades
 
5th 8th Mon Thur 
practices
 
from 3-15 pm 
to about 4:30pm. 
L17 
Galvan,
 Ath. 
Dr.  
945-9090.  
JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT 
Work as receptionist. 
Admin. Assist, 
Ship/Rec  
South Bay locations. 
Flexible. Pay 
starts  $9 & up. 
Certified Personnel.
 749.1570. 
DIRECTORS, 
TEACHERS
 
A AIDES 
Tr..nking,
 about a career 
working
 
with eiernentary
 
itge
 cr ikken? 
The  
YMCA of Santa C:ara Valley is 
now
 hiring for school
 age child 
care centers in San lose, Cupertino,
 
Santa Clara, Los Gatos 
&Milpitas.  
Full 
&part  time  
positions available.
 
hours
 fiexirie 
around  school. Fun 
staff teams, great 
experience
 
in 
working  with 
elementary
 age 
Children,
 career
 advancement 
and  
good training 
opportunities,  
Teachers require
 
minimum
 6 units 
in 
ECE.  Recreation, 
Psychology.  
Socaloo
 and/or
 Physical Education. 
Please
 call Mary Hoshilao
 
at 408-
291 8894 for more information 
and 
locations.  
SPARTAN DAILY 
OOPS/  
WE 
FOrko,  
O 
INauCIE 
11.41
 
GLAws.
 
soppv...
 
At4:11414 
fitadao. 
TEACHERS 
high  quality, licensed 
drop-in childcare
 centers for 
2-12  
year 
olds.  
 Flex PT/FT positions
 
 Days, Eve, 
Weekends  
 Min 6 ECE 
required
 
 Team 
environment 

 Benefits
 
available  
Call Corp Office 
260.7929. 
SECURITY  
ACUFACTS,  INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Great for Students. 
F/T or 
P/T.
 All shifts. 
Top Pay 
with  Many
 Benefits!
 
Caller appry In 
person. firlonSun 
406.286-5880,555
 D Merdan Awe. 
Between San Cabs and 
Partchca.  
anal
 the Cad at Party Store  
St. 
COME TO WHERE THE
 BREAD is 
baked!
 Le Boulangra. family owned 
bakery/cafe
 seeks friendly, 
outgoing individuals to 
join
 our 
team as Bussers, Sales 
Clerks,  
Supervisors, and
 Assistant Man-
agers 
55-512  
hourly,
 no experi-
ence necessary. 18 locations 
including
 Downtown 
San  Jose. 
Apply at 
any  location or 305
 N. 
Matrvida, Sunnyvale.
 94086. Call: 
408-7749000 
Cr
 Fax) 
408-523-9810  
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST 
to work 
6-9 hours 
weekly
 in Los Gatos 
based  behavioral intervention  
program.
 Background in 
Special
 
Ed, 
Psychology,  Speech,
 or 0.T. 
desired. Experience 
preferred. 
$10:00 to 515:00 per hour. Call 
Kevin 
1-415-827-9310  or Shan 
408-294.2712.
 
VALET PARKING P/T nights
 & 
weekends for 
special
 events in 
Los Gatos and Saratoga area. 
Polite, well groomed & 
professional  
attitude  only. 19 
years+,
 56-58 
per hour + tips.
 Call Mike at 
1800825-3871. 
SMALL 
WORLD  SCHOOLS 
is hiring 
FT & PT teachers
 and 
aides for their 
school
 age day 
care programs in the
 San Jose 
area. AM and PM 
hours available. 
Get great experience
 working 
a-th Ch,idren!
 010'9
 .n 
Pllyth.
 Soc. 
ECE. Rec or ED required. Call 
408-379-3200 ext 21. 
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women ages
 21-29. healthy, 
responsible, all 
nationalities. 
Give the gift of life! 
$3,000 stipend & expenses
 paid. 
Bats
 fcr °vase 
&Japeneee  donas. 
PLEASE 
CALL WWFC 
800-314-9996
 
TELEMARKETING  
PT/FT. We 
sell
 
discount
 subcriptions
 to Bay 
Area newspapers.
 Auto dialers.
 
Flexible
 firs.
 
9am-90m.
 Downtown 
near 
lightraii 4 
blocks 
from SJSU. 
Hourly 
5$
 
plus 
bonus. Media 
Promotions
 
494-0200.
 
$1500  WEEKLY potential
 mating 
car 
circulars.  No 
Experience  Req. Free 
nfcrmabonprbiret.
 Cal 
410.7838272.
 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 8-8 school 
seeks 
responsible  individuals for 
extended daycare. P/T in the 
afternoon. 
No ECE units 
are 
required.
 Previous experience with 
children  
preferred. Please 
contact  
Cathy at 
744 1968 x16 
SECURITY 
Full and
 Part Time
 
Positions
 
Graves, 
Swings  and
 Weekends 
Low key
 Job sites 
Will  train 
Abcorn Private 
Security  
406.247-4827 
AUTOS
 
FOR 
SALE
 
B LAZER 484 '65 CHEVY
 410. 
White.  Automatic.
 Pwr. 
win/locks.
 
$2400./0.b.o. Call 227 1145. 
REALITY
 
CHECK
 
by Dave 
Whamond
 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
SKI WHISTLER
 Canada 
$499.  
January 
11th  16th.
 
SJSU 
Ski 
Snowboard 
Club. Includes flight, 
bus. 4 day lift ticket,
 5 night stay in 
full
 kitchen condos 
in WHISTLER 
Village, & unlimited fun. 
For  your 
E
-Ticket  call Mark 
408/292-0955  
or ufs12282@email.sjsu.edu 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
JOY  L MIGUEL 
(SWEETIE) 
Thanks for the wonderful  year. 
I'm 
hereto love & 
support ya. 
Rob  
0 SJSU 97 
p.s. DV? 
HAD AN 
ACCIDENT?  Need a paint 
job  or body work done on 
your car? 
ft 
CAMPBELL  COLLISION 
CENTER.  
we can help you. 
Call  us at (408) 
379-4144.
 Ask
 for
 SJSU Student 
Discount.
 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 30% -60% 
on your dental needs. 
For 
info  call I 800 
6553225.  
TUTORING 
IN.HOME
 COMPUTER TUTORING 
Upgrade, Consulting, Install, DOS.
 
Windows, 
Win
 95, Win 
NT,  Office, 
Word, 
Internet,
 Netscape, Int Exp. 
Game on our 
Computers  or Surf 
the Web
 
0 "A PLACE TO PLAY"
 at 
832 Malone in Willow  Glen.
 Open 
9am-9pm.  7 days a week. Call 
Roy: 292-3167, Pager
 5385071.  
ENGUSH 
TUTOR  LS EDITING 
Experienced
 with the 
needs 
of Foreign
 Students. 
Credentialed Teacher & MA. 
Call  Jessica 
(408)978-8034.  
TUTORIAL 
CENTER 
Math: Algebra.
 Geometry 
Statistics- Trig 
- Calculus 
Physics: 
Mechanics  
Electric 
Computer:  Wrdows 
Basic -0 
Log*:
 
ESL-
 TOE FL
 
Spanish: 
Hablar  
Leer-
 Escribir 
Call: Mike 
408-298.7576  
Email: 
mvera18288@aol.com
 
OPPORTUNITIES
 
BUSINESS OPPORTIRETY
 Meetings 
%pt. 27.28 & Oct 4,5,  Santa Clara, 
Info: 408.379-2917,
 ask for 
Jennie.
 
GU 
PAID 
BIG  853
 through 
your 
mailbox! Easy 
to do. Even for 
Teens! Do it now!
 Free info send 
SASE to HBB 
Press,  1105 
Audrey
 
Ave.
 Campbell, CA 
95008. 
http/teww2.netcorrn
 
.ccrn/-pskim
 / 
hbb.html. 
OWN  A COMPUTER? 
Then
 put it to work!
 
585053500-a  PT/FT 
Free 
Details,
 
yvyaw.hbn.corn,
 access code 
5047
 
EXCELLENT
 PAY Processing 
Mall! 
St per envelope 
stuffed!  
Dela 74 hrs.
 1-407745-7393 
REAL  ESTATE
  
FOR SALE 
RESIDENCE PLUS INCOME?
 
ATTN:  FACULTY/STUDENTS...
 
Live
 here & receive 
monthly 
rentai  
income.
 Easy financing available 
on
 this restored victorian home 
only 
half
 a 
block from 
campus. 7 
stories plus 
finished  basement. 
large 
remodeled  kitchen,
 2 
full 
baths 
& more. Currently 
generating 
51925/mo
 income. All this 
can 
by 
yours!  Call today. Mike Gordon,
 
Broker 
510-426-8200.
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"Sex
 
in  the 
bathtub
 is highly 
overrated".
 
PHONE: 
924-3277  FAX: 924-3282
 
WORDPROCESSING   
EXPERT
 WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & English 
papers/theses  
our specialty. Laser printing. 
APA,
 Turabian and other formats. 
Resumes,  editing, graphics 
and
 other services available on 
either 
WordPerfect  or Word. 
Masterson's  Word Processing. 
Cal Paul or 
Virginia  408.251-0449. 
DO YOU HATE 
TO TYPE?? 
OR NOT HAVE 
TIME
 TO TYPE?? 
Tarn 
papers, thesis, 
resumes,  
group projects,etc. I have a 
typewriter to complete your 
applications
 fcr 
med/law
 Wiwi,
 etc. 
Will 
transcribe  your 
taped  
interviews or 
research
 notes. 
Fax  Machine. Notary 
Public.
 
Call 
ANNA  at 972-4992.
 
PRORESSIONAL  Word Processing 
Theses,  term papers, group 
projects, resumes. All 
formats,  
including
 APA. WP 5.1/HP 
Laser 
Printer. Experienced,
 dependable, 
quick return. Almaden/Branham  
area.Call Leda at (408) 264-4504. 
Please  
leave  message. 
Al)
 
calls  
returned 
promptly.  
*AFFORDABLE& 
EXPERIENCED*  
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term 
Papers,
 Nursing. Group Projects.
 
Reares.
 Al Formats, 
Specializing  
in 
APA, Spelling/Grammar/ 
Punctuation/
 Editing 24-i- rs Exp. 
WP 
5.1/FP
 Laser. PAM'S 
PROFESSION/AL  WORD
 PROCESENG, 
247-2681.  
8arn-8pm.  
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES 
Professional
 typing for 
your term 
papers, 
reports,
 letters, etc. 
8 
years experience.
 
Fast - Accurate- Reliable 
WP, MS 
Word,  other
 applications,
 
Hansen's  Business 
Services  
408-2643507 or 4082696156.  
kelah@earthlink.net
 
SERVICES 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE most 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades
 when help is available? 
Harvard 
MA/UCB Ph.D. (former 
college  teacher) can help you 
with 
research & writing. Fast. 
friendly,
 caring, 
confidential.
 
Convenient Peninsula
 
location.
 
Dissertation/ thesis 
specialist.  
Samples & references
 available, 
Chinese
 & other languages 
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For 
free
 
tips,  tools 
and ideas
 on 
how 
to
 
improve
 your 
writing, 
visit our
 user-friendly 
Website
 
at http://www.aci-plus.com
 
Regular 
e-mail: ae.linetcom.00m
 
Or write: 
Daniel.  POB 4489,  FC CA 
94404 (ask for 
free color brochae). 
THEGNOSTIC
 ORDER Of CHRIST 
Bible 
Study.
 Lecture & Services
 
Book Cafe & Reb Center 
3483-95 So. Bascom 
Sundays
 
6:00prn  
14089788034  
Certain 
advertisements in 
these columns may refer the 
reader 
to specific telephone 
numbers 
or
 addr   tor 
additional 
information  
Classified readers 
should
 be 
reminded Piot, when making 
these further contacts. they 
should
 require complete 
Information
 before sending 
money for 
goods  or services 
In addition, readers
 should 
carefuly investigabe al ferns 
offering employment lielIngs 
orcoupons for
 discount 
nicatkes or 
merchend
 I se 
DAILY  
CIA  SSIFIED
 - LOCAL 
RATES FOR 
NA770,VAL
 / AGENCY RATES 
CALI.  408-924-3277 
Print 
your  ad here. Line 
is 30 spaces, 
including  letters, 
numbers,  punctuation 
& spaces between 
words. 
IJUJUUILIJUJUILIJULICILIEJULILLIQUILI:LILICCIJ
 
JULICILILICILLILIUJULIJCIJULILIUJULICILICIUDLI
 
ACTFW8S:3-linehtlifIlrbUrb  
One Two 
Three  
Day Days Days 
3 lines $5 $7 
$9
 
4 lines
 
$6
 
$e
 $10
 
5 lines 
$7 $9 
$11 
6 
lines
 
$S
 $10 $12 
$1
 for
 
each
 additional
 
line
 
Four 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$14 
Five 
Days 
513 
814 
$15 
$16 
/Alms.  
N 
A 
gine  
PtInno
 
Send check 
or money order to 
Spartan 
Daily  Oassifieds 
San Jose State University 
San 
Joeis CA 
95192-0149
 
II 
Classified deek a 
located
 in Dwight Bentel
 Hall, Room 209 
 
Deadline  1000 a m 
two weekdays 
before publication 
 All
 ads are 
prepaid
 II No 
refunds
 on canceled
 ads 
 Rates for 
consecutive  
publications  
dates  only 
S
t:WEST-IONS?  CALL
 (405)924-3277
 
 Special 
student  rates available
 for 
these
 classifications.
 
$5.00 for a 3 line 
ad for 
3 days. Ads 
must be placed in 
person 
in 0BH209, 
between  10am 
and  2pm. Student
 ID required. 
**Lost & 
Found ads 
are offered 
free, 3 lines
 for 3 days.
 as a service
 to the 
campus  
community.  
After the frfth 
day,
 rate increases
 by El per day 
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra change 
Up to 5 ackleeinal
 words available in 
bold for
 
$3 each 
SEMESTER RATES 
3-9 
lines.
 $70 
 10-14 
lines:
 $90 
15-19 lines.
 $110
 
Please  
check  
one 
classification:
 
Campus 
Clubs' 
Rental 
Hwang  
Greek 
Massaces'
 Shred
 Housing'
 
Events  
Rai 
Estate 
AnnoLnoements'
 
Semmes'
 
Loa
 and  
Fare'  
fieelhGeettie
 
Volunteers'  
SportaThrills'
 
For
 Sale' 
Samna 
Autos 
For See' 
_Enereinrnenn
 
Computers  Eic
 _Travel
 
Wanted' 
_Tutoring' 
Employment 
_Word 
Processing 
Opporttriles  
__Schslmrships
 
WRITING
 HELP. 
Fast 
professional
 
editing,  rewriting,
 ghostwriting. 
Essays, letters, application 
statements, 
proposals,  
reports,
 
etc. For more info, 
please  call 
Dave Bolick 
at 510401.9554. 
VISA/MesterCard.  FAX. Mali 
INSTRUCTION
 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting 
students  who wish to 
excel in playing guitar 
or bass. All 
levels
 welcome: Beginning, 
Intermediate
 or Advanced. 
Learn 
any style:
 Jazz, Blues, Rock, 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, 
or
 Folk. 
Call Bill at 408-298-6124. 
POLONSKY  PIANO SCHOOL 
30 Years Teaching 
Experience
 
Dr. 
Viktor and Anna 
Polonsky  
 
Russian
 
Trained
 Concert  Pianists 
 Professors
 of Piano 
National
 
Teachers  Guild
 
Assn.  
National Suzuki Assn,  
Individual Piano 
Lessons 
Starting S20/hr. 
Call 408.2416662
 in Santa Clara 
for pm FIRST FREE 
lessonirtervew.  
TRAVEL
-TEACH ENGLISH:
 
5 day/40 hr. Oct.
 22 TESOL 
Cert. Course. 
FREE
 packet, 
Toll  free: 1-888-270-2941.
 
HEALTH
 & BEAUTY 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL.
 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or using 
chemicals.  Let us perma-
nently 
remove your unwanted hair. 
Back Chest Lip - Bikini - Chin  
Tummy
 etc. Students & 
faculty  
receive
 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price rf made
 before 12/31/97. 
Hair Today 
Gone Tomorrow, 621 
E.
 
Campbell Ave. 
#17, 
Campbell.  
OM 379-3500,
 
ELECTROLYSIS 
CUNIC. 
Unwanted 
hair 
removed
 
forever.  
Specialist.  Confidential. 
Your
 arm probe or 
disposable. 
335 S. Bawood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486.  
LOSE UP TO 30 LDS 
IN 30 DAYS 
100% Natural,  100% Guaranteed. 
Hear 
*tat a Doctor has to say!
 Free 
Samples! Cal 800-436-5617,24 
IT,
 
FOR RENT  
FACULTY/STAFF   STUDIO 418 
S. 3rd. Rucker Hse. New kit, 
bath.  
Quiet. Charming. No 
pets, 
Parking.
 
One adult. Drug 
free. $700/m0. 
Avail
 Oct. 1. Appt only. 298-0748 
211DRM. APARIMEM -$900/MO. 
 Secunty type building 
 Secure Parking 
 Close In 
 
Modem Building 
 Laundry Room
 
Village 
Apts.  576 S. 5th St 
14081  295-6893. 
SHARED  
HOUSING  
CUPERTINO 113DRM/18ATH 
$500/mo+1/2
 utilities Nonsmoker, 
professional. 
1415-494-7914.
 
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE? 
Advertise in 
the 
Spartan 
Daily 
Classifieds!  
Special Student Rates: 
3 
lines
 for
 3 
days,  
only 
$5.00!  
INSURANCE 
LOW COST 
AUTO  INSURANCE 
*Low Down / 
Monthly  Payrnents 
 No Driver Refused 
* Cancelled or Rejected
 
 Dui  
Suspended  License 
* Accidents *Tickets 
*Immediate 
SR Filings 
* Good Driver Discount 
*Non/Owner
 Operator 
8am  8pm Monday-
 Saturday 
 (408) 241-5400 

Free  Phone 
Quotes  
*Call 
Us
 Now   
ALL -COVERAGE
 INSURANCE 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus 
Insurance
 Service 
Special  Student Programs 
Serving
 SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good  Rates  for NorvGood
 Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Family Muth-car' 
CALL TODAY 296-5270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO 
HASSLE  
NO OBLIGATION
 
Also open 
Saurdays  9-2. 
Daily 
sswo
 
ACROSS
 
I 
Old-fashioned
 
remedy  
6 Golden Fleece 
ship 
10 Roman 
statesman
 
14 Protein -building 
acid 
15 
Shed 
16 Freshly 
17 
Parrot  
18 
Pat dry 
19 Father 
20 Before.
 
poetically
 
21 
Wide trousers 
24 Was dnven 
25
 Coffee 
containers
 
26 Decks out 
29 Telephone 
greeting
 
32 Grime 
33 Soft drinks 
34 Bill and 
-  
37 
Short  distance 
41 - out 
barely
 
get by 
42 
Author Ingalls 
43 Aid 
and - 
44 Bay 
of - 
high -tide 
area 
45 Heathens
 
47 Trading 
center 
49 
Snaps 
50 Immigrant's 
goal 
54 Rowers 
need 
57
 - Kett of the 
comics 
58 Captain of 
the  
Nautilus 
59 Spear 
61 
Darling  
62 Golf
 club 
63 Outdo 
64 Makes a 
mistake
 
65 Ruler of 
Venice
 
66 
Run-down  
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE SOLVED 
OMUU DIMINO OPMM 
MOOD MIAMMIO  WE
 
MUM DIMINO IJIIIll  
UNOOM OMOUUND 
BOMB OW@ 
HUMMUOME MODUgl 
BRIM 00000 
MOMUO 
MUM DOURO GRIME
 
OMPIRD 
OREM
 1111MW 
!AMMON WOMUMUM 
MOO OMR
 
UOMMUOU DURO@ 
MOOD UODUM
 MOM 
UNPIN MOOMM MORO 
0000 @GOOD MEM 
MMM
 
1 
Docile  
2 Actor
 Shard 
3 
Amiable 
4 One 
million 
5 Ranch 
hand  
6 
Stroll
 
7 Bun 
8 
Serving  
of 
mashed 
potatoes 
9 
Director
 
Preminger 
10 
Fidel  - 
11 Negative 
particle 
12
 Conditions 
13 Has bills to pay 
22 
McMahon  and 
Asner
 
23 Oil
-producing  
center 
24 Rodents 
26 75 Wimbledon
 
champ  
27 
Chess  
piece  
28 
La mat 
29 Gr 
771K1  
30 
Poet 
Millay
 
31 
Young boy 
33 
Potato 
341--lorneof  
10 Down
 
35 
Stip,
 if 
the 
future 
36 Makes
 a 
choice
 
38 
Clumsy  one 
slang
 
34 
Writer  Fleming 
40 Barbs 
44 Monks
 
45 
Luau fare 
46 Orchard
 fruit 
4 Bishop s hat 
48 Rose 
oil  
49 Call 
50 
Grant 
51 
Author  Bagnold 
52 Pianist 
Peter
 - 
53 
Air  pollution
 
54 A single 
time  
only
 
55 Made a hole 
in 
one  
56 Count (on) 
60 
Woodrhopper's
 
tool
 
BMW 
MEM NOME 
=MEM 
NM=  =ME 
MMEM 
MS= 
MAIM= 
MOM= 
MEM 
MEM= 
MMM 
MOIMMWMMEMEMMEMM
 
MME 
MEM= 
MEM 
MEM  
MAMMEM
 
MdMIM  
MMEM 
MIMMMEMAIMMEM
 
ddd
 
MUM  
AMMM
 
ddlIMM
 
MUM
 
MO
 
MEM
 
NM=  
MEM
 
MIME
 
hi 
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1, 
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Guide
 
TODAY
 
Meet with
 Caret 
Sign
 
in..
 Itt !nut' 
or
 students
 
interested 
in meeting
 with 
President  
Itobert
 
taret  
on 
Wunincsnl.o.  
(no  s
 
lu put 
your 
name
 ou the l(SVP
 list, call 
924 -
pa;
 
l)aily 
Mass 
rat 
mmistry
 
is 
haying  Daily Ma 
troin 
12)5 
to 
12
 a.".
 
the Joh., XIII 
Center  
For ni,re 
information. 
call  Canny 
at 
935  
ltilo
 
Weight
-control  
counseling  
'File 5.151' Student Health 
Center
 isiifliiring 
individual  coun-
seling fuir students
 
interested  in 
weight
-control
 
from
 
I 
1 a 
in to 1 
p m every
 1Vednesday  Free 
con 
sultation
 liii 
it 
outrition  intern 
and 
free
 t,IIuusi -ups with I 
StI111111t I 
hilt h Center's
 
liegist
 el ed 
Diet
 'non For more 
information
 call 924-8122
 
Ciroup meditation 
The NI milfultiess
 Meditation 
Pra, 
;roup  is having its week 
ly group meditation front 7 to 5 
15 
a 
in it. the 
Spartan
 Nleniorial 
Chapel For more information,
 
call Susan
 Murphy 
at
 924- I:i2fi 
Sociology 
club
 meeting 
ThlSiiciuluugv(1111)
 Is having 
its
 
v.eek clid. meeting :it 245
 
pnt 
n 
I he Dudley 
Moorhead 
!fall,  
I1iiuurti 
459
 
Support 
grout,
 
The
 
Vianen.,
 
Resource  Center
 
is 
having .1 
support
 group
 meeting 
from 
1 to 2 p ni 
every 
Vedriesulay  
in  the 
Administration
 Building. 
Room  
22214  For 
noire 
in tornia 
tom. 
call Liz at 
924-85n0
 
Hellenic  and
 Cypriot meeting 
Th.' 
Hellenic
 and I 
'yproit
 
Association 
is having a 
meeting
 
from 4 
to
 
Ii 
p ni in 
the St talent 
I 
'mon,
 (imolai
 upe 
Romn  For 
more  intormat
 un till John 
KI'S!
 VIM' at 
293-9233
 
'Homer's
 
Epic
 
Journey'  
s.Ist  Theatre 
Arts 
I 
mont is 
sironsrwing
 
"limner's
 Epic Journey"
 at 1 :mil 7 
11 in in the
 I 'iniversity  
Theatre
 
'Brown 
Bag I.unch' 
Th.! 
He Kin n. 
Program 
is
 hay 
mg a "Briiv,
 a Bag 
Lunt
 11- to talk 
:ihout 
test
 taking 
strategies 
Irian 
noon
 
to 
1 30 p 
ni 
in 
the 
Student  
Cnion Pacheco 
litiom
 
For 
noire 
information. 
call Jane at 924
 
5951)  
Evening 
advising  
R, Entry 
Program  is hav-
ing 
evening  advising from
 ti to 7 
p m ni 
Dudley  Moorhead 
Ilan.
 
Room 235 A 
For  more informa 
tom,
 call .hribe at 
924-5950
 
Career ('enter
 opportunities 
The Career 
Center  is having 
the
 
nillmk 
mg
 "Itesinne 
Critique -
from
 2 to 
:i
 30 p 
ni in the Student 
Cilium 
Almaden
 Room.
 "Care. 
r 
/kw:I.:1.111,S
 for Students
 
of Color
 
truant 12 
.10 
to 2 
p
 
ni in 
the  
St tident ['mon I'morthum
 
Room
 
For more 
information
 call Ow 
Carvid- 
Rosining.
 
rtintor at 924 
8034
 
Dinner 
and 
discussion
 
The 
Episcopal 
Caritelniry 
Community
 is having 
a dinner 
and 
forum.
 
"Cali  
ykomen  and 
sittak
 
the sanie 
language.' Iron' 
5 30 to 7 
p rn 'Ti the
 Student 
Montalyu.
 
Room  
For inure
 
information.
 c.ill
 
Ann 
i it 293 
2401 
Collett 
Fitzgerald  to speak
 
The Linguistics 
and  Language 
Development
 Student 
Association  
is 
having
 ( 'ollen Fitzgerald speak 
about the Papago 
Language  from 
fi 15 to 7 311 
ir
 
ni 111 
thi
 
Council
 
Chambers
 Kir more inliirmatium, 
call
 Angela
 at 924 
471)4 
Sparta
 
rroido.s  provided free of charge Ri students faculty arid 
stab
 Tho deadlior.
 
entries
 is 
.,,ori 
three
 days before 
desired 
publication  
date
 E 
ntry
 forms
 are rivallablo
 in ft. 
Spettar rev:, r",:e 
Items NW net be acrepted ever 
the ohnne
 
[cries may tio e,Etrol 
dip 
Exam: Doubt
 
raised
 
on 
self
 
examination
 
Continued 
from
 
page 1 
Ill(  
perime-
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:itches
 
to 
unsure
 
(air? 
ect  lump,
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  
!t
 
yam 
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Ali
 
lain- 
II 
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Lige 
hrimst
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I 
IS 
..1 \ 
who have 
no
 symptoms should 
still conduct breast 
self-exami-
nations. 
However, 
there  is some con-
troversy
 concerning the value 
and
 effect 
.veness
 of 
such
 
liXaTlis.
 
"Some 
groups feel that in the 
long 
run, women can't
 really, by 
feel, pick up a 
breast cancer 
narly 
enough  or 
before  it is 
already in 
the dangerous
 
stage," Swanson
 said. "It can 
take as 
long  as 10 
years
 for cell 
t'atIt'el' Ell 
develop,  but until 
fur-
ther
 notice, the 
advice
 is to con-
tinue breast 
self-examinations."
 
Another method for 
early  
detection  and 
prevention  of 
breast cancer is 
determining 
whether 
one is at 
high risk 
for 
the disease. 
"Look
 at 
history,"  
Swanson  
said. "Five
 percent of 
the  causes 
of breast 
cancer 
have
 been 
dis-
covered
 to be 
an inherited
 gene, 
and if a 
mother 
or
 sister 
has  
had 
breast 
cancer,  
then  a 
woman's
 risk for
 the disease
 
might  double." 
Swanson  also 
noted that 
future 
research  on 
breast
 can-
cer  needs to 
be conducted 
and, 
despite
 doubts of 
the effective-
ness of 
the breast 
self
-exams, 
women 
should always be 
encouraged 
to become familiar 
with their own 
breast tissue. 
"As 
much
 as we teach 
women 
to do breast
 self-examinations,
 
there 
is 
always  
a shred
 of 
doubt,"  
Swanson
 said. 
"Many 
women
 fear
 what 
they 
are  
going  
to
 feel, 
and I 
want 
to 
encourage
 them
 that 
it is nor-
mal 
to
 feel 
this 
way."  
Breast
 
self-examinations
 can
 
be 
scheduled
 with a 
clinician
 at 
the 
Student
 
Health
 
Center  
free
 
of 
charge,
 for 
full-time  
students,
 
and 
the  
local
 
American
 
Cancer  
Society 
is 
also
 
available  
for 
more 
information.
 
"All 
women  
are at 
risk 
by 
virtue
 of just
 being 
a 
woman,"
 
Swanson
 said. 
"And 
we
 main-
tain that
 they 
should  
continue  
to 
do the 
breast  
self
-exams."
 
Cancer:  
Odds
 
increase
 
with
 heredity,
 
age  
Continued  
from
 page " 
Thi ,!, 
,,f iricer 
greal.  
%ionic!, 
!Ian!
 
lit, 
.!!  
a child 
it 
..k 
hormonal 
medications
 have 
been 
associated  with 
an 
increased chance 
of
 getting the 
disease.
 
"A high fat diet can
 be a fac-
tor in 
getting breast 
cancer,  but 
there are studies 
still going on 
and they 
don't have the 
final 
answers yet," Latta 
sand. 
Breast 
cancer  is 
cells,  which 
have became
 abnormal 
and 
divide 
without
 control or order,
 
invading
 and damaging
 nearby 
tissues 
and  organs. 
"Treatments are
 varied and 
have to be 
tailor-made to 
the  
patient," Latta said.
 "Women  
have 
choices."  
Some!
 
women  
have  
a lumpec-
tomy 
followed by 
radiation.  
Others
 have 
mastectomy  cou-
pled 
with  chemotherapy.
 
Sometimes
 
calcification,
 and 
could be an 
indicator found 
in 
the 
breast,  are 
watched
 closely 
because
 it is 
found  in 
most
 
breast cancer
 patients. The 
cal-
cification
 doesn't turn 
into
 can-
cer, but is found
 near the cancer, 
Latta said. 
"An exam is 
key  for early 
detection," 
Latta said. She said 
women should be 
doing a self-
examination
 every month
 a 
week or two after 
menstruation 
and women
 as young as 
40
-
years -old should get a 
mammo-
gram every year. 
Radio:
 Programming
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Contirli
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page 1 
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ASSOCIATED 
STUDENTS, 
INC. 
SAN JOSE
 STATE 
UNIVERSITY
 
CALIFORNIA
 STATE 
UNIVERSITY
 AUXIUARY
 ORGANI
 ZATION 
CONDENSED
 AUDITED 
FINANCIAL 
STATEMENT
 
ASSETS  
CURRENT ASSETS:
 
Cash and cash 
equivalents
 
Receivables
 
Inventories  
Prepaid
 
expenses  
Total 
current
 
assets
 
FIXED 
ASSETS: 
Eguipment,furniture
 and 
fixture
 
Less 
accumulated
 and depreciation
 
Net fixed assets 
JUNE 30,
 1997 
53.215,157 
19,053
 
15,263
 
86153
 
3,338,326 
656,769 
£404.1731
 
254.5,96 
$211/2122  
LIABILITIES
 AND 
FUND 
BALANCES
 
CURRENT  
LIABILITIES:
 
Accounts 
payable
 
Accrued expenses 
Due to campus otlanizat.on-.  
Total 
current
 
iiabilitieR
 
)E;  
I 15`E 
FUND BALANCES: 
Appropriated
 
General 
fund 
1 
493.180
 
Designated
 fund 
1,61e,6%  
3 111
 842 
Unappropriated: 
General 
fund 
3 095 
Plant 
fund
 
Total fund balances 
$3,592,922
 
Note: Complete
 financial 
statements
 
are  available
 for review 
in the
 
Associated  Students. Inc., 
Executive Offices
 
located  in Student
 Union 
Room  #235 
said, 
adding  that it will be used 
to exploit 
African  culture if they 
don't. "It needs to be 
used."  
Guthrie said there has been a 
"gross
 disparity" in the number 
of African Americans in radio, 
calling the 
number of African -
ow 
tied 
stations "almost 
nonexis-
tent." 
"People of African heritage 
are  being denied access to radio 
all over the country," he said. 
Only two 
of the original five 
public
 affairs programs were 
retained in the
 time change, 
and KSJS would
 like to recruit 
more students to help out. 
"We need more students," 
Jennings
 said. She said inter-
ested 
students
 should sign up 
for RTVF 
192,
 which meets at 
5:30 p.m. 
every  Tuesday in 
Hugh Gillis Hall room 103. 
SJSU
 
Associated  
Students, 
Inc. 
A 
mammogram
 
is the 
use of 
x-ray
 technology
 to 
examine
 the 
breast 
to
 find 
abnormalities
 
that are too 
small to see
 or feel. 
If a tumor
 is found
 in this 
early 
stage,
 the survival
 rate is 
signif-
icantly higher. 
According
 to the 
Susan 
G.
 
Komen
 Breast
 Cancer 
Foundation, a 
mammogram 
should even be 
done on women 
under
 40 with a 
family history
 
of breast 
cancer.
 
Women
 
over 
the 
age of 
20
 should 
become 
familiar  
with  the 
normal 
look
 
and feel 
of their breast
 and, if 
there
 is any 
change,  get it 
checked by 
a physician. 
Enhances
 your
 student 
life 
experience
 with: 
(408)924-6200 
 ( 
)nu'
 
sup
 
shop
 for
 
services  such as Check 
(.ashing,
 Fax 
Services, Legal 
AdvisoT  N1. -or 
Orders,
 PG&E 
Payments  
and  more.  
www.sisti.eduiasia.sgov/Busitic%s
 ( 
)Ifi(
 
Program (408)924
-Ride 
bk lb 
rides
 on Bus and 
Light Rail with
 your validated
 enrollment 
transit  card, 
plus 
CAITRANS
 
Personalized  
Planning
 Services."
 
www.sjsu.edu/as/asgov/transi  
111111111111111111101
 
;-4-, 
(408)924-6240
 
Excitment 
and 
education 
through  fitness, Open 
Recreation,
 Intramural Sports,
 and 
Adventures."
 
IMMIIIIIIIIIII  
www.sjsu.edu/astasc
 r 
(408)924-6291
 
"The
 hest Prices 
around  for 
Copies,  Binding, 
Color Copies, 
Resume Paper
 and Readers."
 
www.sjsu.edu/AS/asgov/asprint.html
 
(408)924-6240
 
"Finance, Human
 
Resources,  
Event  Planning,  
Communication,  
and 
Management  
Experien«.
 
while serviong
 as A Student 
Representative  on 
an
 A.S. or Campus 
Committee,' 
www.sjsu.edu/AS/asgovigetting_involved
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FO-INTNN
 
The 
Fountain
 
Restaurant.
 
An 
old-fashioned
 scoop 
of fun. 
At The
 Fairmont 
Hotel- 170 
South 
Market
 Street 
(408)  998-3982 
attigit*-
AMi RI( 
A \ 
(,RAND  
11011
 \ !NCI 
1907
 
42:17:1ED-
 0  
151 W 
Santa  Clara St 
.San 
ltYhTt 
Squaw 
 
tivi  7 I 
halt,  
SpiedoRistaante 
Speck Ristorante
 offers fine Italian 
aiisine featuring pastai, fiat head 
pizzas, .sorrialties. grilled 
entnrs, and deliaous deSfftS,
 all in 
trautiful atmaspherr Spiedo also 
has a full bar and a fine selection of 
Italian and Calikrnia wines 
Celebrate sperial otrations 
at
 .5piedo's 
lit iridium to our banquet mom that 
snits up to 
40 guests, stc haw an 
upper her which ran eat up to 100 
guests 
01,0 Inv dnwrl wary the purrhnsr rof 
di I I 11(1 for rw, and Student 1,0 
LET 
US T 
THE 
EDGE 
OFF YOUR
 
HUNGER 
Hours: 7am -11pm Daily 
Now 
Serving 
Breakfast,
 
Lunch,
 And 
Dinner!  6, 
1200 
El Paseo De 
Saratoga  
San
 Jose, 
CA
 
95129  
408-378-0778
 
Fax 
408-378-6427
 
THE (ORIGINAL 
RESTAURANT  
EST 1985 
THE 
446 
1115 
Deswims Sas APIS 
kw
 high 
loran* 
Nh.,fteu.a,-s,sIfine
 Cul 
Nov
 
Reltsintem Osaloor DIRMe Argot SIIC03 
----741:11.7ii  58 
S.
 First St., San Jose,
 CA. 95113 
(408)280-1993 
http://wvAv.bellamia.com  
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0 
_sorted
 
EmPanadas
 

 
Cub 

Ioi
 
 
ay
 
cooks
 
Call 
like
 
a 
 
lith
 
2275 El
 Camino Real
 
Palo Alto, 
Ca 94306 
Reservations
 
(415)
 326-6522 
A Taste
 of 
Thailand
 
7 
Lunch 
Specials  
$4.95
 
25
 Selections
 to choose
 from' 
Served  
with 
steamed 
rice, soup
 & 
eggroll.
 Veg-
a 
etarian
 menu
 available.
 Outside
 cater-
ings.
 Private 
room up 
to 70 
customers.
 
15% 
OFF 
DINNER
 
,,,.xpthils0a3d0
 
97 
111 E. 
Santa  Clara 
(Btwn 3rd & 
4th) 
I.  
Downtown
 an Jose 
885-9129   
11111441P
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"For the Best Piece in the Valley" 
 Rated 
**
 * by 
the San Jose 
Mercury 
News
 
 Rated
 * * *1/2 by 
the Santa Clara 
Weekly  
°eIlvell 
PIZ 
 Rated one 
of
 
the top three 
pizzanas in the 
Santa 
Clara 
Valley by the 
Metro. 
Sept  97 
155 W. San Fernando 
San
 Jose 
(Corner of San Fernando & 
San Pedro) 
(408) 
283-9400  
(Also visit 
us at our Santa Clara and Palo Alto locations.) 
SPECIAL:  
ED172-TrPING
 
p 
VA
 
Pay
 
5.00
 
INk  1 OR 
PI 
K-UPONLY)
 
FREE 
DELIVERY!!
 
15,1 
l'ililIll
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Johnnie's
 Pizza 
484 
L. San 
Carlos  St. 
i
 
lilt 
it lilt St.) 
(408) 
297-5553  
Free 
Pizza 
BUY ONE
 PIZZA & 
GET 
ANOTHER  ONE 
OF 
EQUAL OR 
LESSER 
VALUE 
FREE! 
NOT VALID WITH ANY 
OTHER  OFFER 
GOOD
 AT SAN JOSE 
LOCATION
 ONLY 
155 W. San Fernando 
Expires
 10-31-97 
 
DOWNTOWN
 SINCE 
1960
 
Sal
 & 
Lui.gi
 Pizzaria 
WE MAKE OUR OWN! 
 Lasasso Gooccii 
Moestrooe  
Itabe Sonar
 Meatbals 
Iticotta
 Cheese or 
Pork & *sack laviok 
 a WM F000  TAKE OUT 
1115.1111ItS11441 11111 
11414 MOW' 
SAMS 12  MINH 
SINOP 
4  10P41 
41.0531110411K1  
347 S. FIRST ST , SAN JOSE, CA 
ACROSS FROM CANERA OM 
297.1136  
%./IS./1/ 1%/14C/ Aorvol x 
AC:t:1 1'11 II 
PINING
 
WIDE
 
ENJOY  
LUNCH
 IN 
THE 
FAST
 LANE
 
Specialty
 
Salads   
Sandwiches
 
I.- 
Baked 
Potatoes
  
Soup
  
Chili   
Jac
 
off
 
I 
y 
Baked  Potato I 
Frozen  Yogurt  
Catering
 
I 
pue,
 
Taste 
The 
Homemade  
Quality!  
L12-31-91
 
tor Apnedier
 Service  
Mose  ie in 
28.3-0997   in' 
is
 in 283-0909 
fun, 
fast, 
 (-0 
first
 
eMss
 
86 South 
ht St. 
It 
orner  of Um Ferssuado1 
FR 5 
15 
Years of Excellent
 Service 
r'7  
t 
PEANUTS
 
COFFEE SHOP 
Across from 
campus 
 Breakfast Special $1.79 
(with hashbrowns and toast) 
 Lunch 
Special $2.55 
(with french
 fries) 
 Espresso Smoothies 
(16  oz) 
$ 
1.00
 
$1.99  
Beer
 
(12 
oz)  
$.95 
 275 E. San Fernando  998-9778 
246-4007
 
Fax
 246-3818
 
P1222 
Twists   'loves  
Meatball 
Sandwiches
 
1162 
Saratoga  
Ave  
South 
of 280 at 
Doyle/Maple
 Leaf 
Center  
I. 
$3 
OFF
 
ANY 
WHOLE
 
$2 
OFF 
ANY 
HALF 
$1
 
OFF  
ANY
 
SHORTY  
One 
Coupon 
per
 group
 
Expires
 
10/25/97  
,eL
 
The 
Best 
Taste  from 
the 
East  
Comes  
West
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Amato's
 
Just 
off 
280,  
this  
high  
class  
delicatessen  
uses 
100%
 USDA
 Top 
Round  
for 
its 
steak  
sandwiches.  
Grab  a 
hoagie, a 
specialty 
sandwich  cr 
some
 
special
 
homemade pizza 
twists  all 
affordably  
priced and 
ready  to go 
   
f3anh 
Thai  
Looking
 for
 a 
great  
meal
 
with  a 
great
 
price?  
Come
 
and  try one 
of
 
the  
many
 
tasty
 
selections
 
Banh
 Thai
 has
 
to offer.  
Conveniently
 
located
 
near  
campus
 
   
Pella 
mia 
Voted one 
of the "f3est" 
Downtown  
restaurants
 
year after
 year. 
Featuring
 
fresh,
 
homemade  pasta, pizza, 
wood
-grilled  steaks, 
fish
 
and fowl 
Serving 100% 
Starbucks 
coffee  and 
espresso
 and great 
fresh made desserts. 
Private banquets large 
and 
small  in Bella 
Mia's 
grand ball room, fireside 
club room 
or 
fountain  
garden
 patio. Delivery 
available
 
to hotel,
 
office
 
or home.
 Call 
(403)
 2813 -
TOGO 
(13646).
 
   
Caribbean 
Jose's 
Restaurant
 
A unique 
dining 
experience
 with 
Caribbean
 culture. 
Featuring
 a menu 
with
 
Jamaican,
 Peruvian,
 
Cuban,
 Spanish,
 
Mexican, and new 
Orleans cuisine. 
There is 
always 
something  at 
Jose's for 
everyone  to 
tempt 
your
 palate. A 
must do 
when
 dining 
outside the
 San
 Jose 
area. Your 
taste buds 
will 
thank  you. 
   
The 
Fountain  
Restaurant-
 
The 
fairmont
 
With an 
old-fashioned
 
soda fountain and
 a 
bright and airy 
atmosphere,
 this 
bright ful
 
restaurant
 is 
reminiscent
 of a 1950's 
ice cream 
parlor. You'll 
find a "Natural 
Breakfast"  buffet and a 
la 
carte  dishes
 in 
the 
mornings, 
creative 
salads, 
sandwiches,  and 
entrees
 for lunch and 
dinner, plus a host of 
decadent desserts 
Outdoor dining is 
also 
available  on 
our 
umbrella -shaded patio 
Italian
 buffet each 
Friday night. 
   
Johnnie's
 
Pizza
 
Newly 
re
-located only 
one 
block  away from 
campus.  
Johnnie's
 new 
joint
 has
 an 
outdoor
 
patio  and 
indoor
 dining 
area that 
makes  it a 
perfect college hang 
out. 
Great 
tasting
 
pizza
 and 
beer  at a 
bargain!
 
   
Mimi 
s 
Cafe  
A unique 
restaurant
 
serving
 a wide 
variety of 
American  
classical
 
dishes
 intermingled
 
with the 
subtle  
flavors 
of France
 and a dash
 
of 
New
 Orleans 
excitement.
 Whether
 
it's breakfast,
 lunch or 
dinner, let 
us take the 
edge
 off your 
hunger. 
   
Peanuts  
If 
you've  got 
15 
minutes
 
to kill, 
need
 a 
quick bite 
to eat, or 
just want to 
hang  out and 
have  an 
espresso, Peanuts
 Is 
the 
place to go. 
Peanuts has 
phenomenal 
prices  for 
those of us who are
 
inclined to 
have a beer. 
Peanuts offers a 
relaxed atmosphere at 
an 
excellent  price. 
Also, 
conveniently  
located 
near campus. 
   
Pizz'a 
Chicago  
Just
 
voted
 
one 
of 
the 
top
 
three  
pizzerias
 
in 
the 
Santa
 
Clara 
valley  
by 
the 
Metro'  
Pizza
 
Chicago
 
lacks
 
nothing
 
when
 it 
comes
 to 
taste
 
For 
gourmet
 pizza
 
at
 
its 
finest,
 look
 no 
further. 
Pizza 
Chicago
 
is 
reasonably  priced
 and 
worth your
 dining 
dollars.  
   
Sal  
&Luigi's
 
Occupying downtown 
since 1960's,
 Sal & 
Luigi's
 Pizzaria
 is no 
newcomer  to great 
taste. For homemade 
food at its 
finest, give 
them
 a try. And if 
pizza  
is not what you're 
craving,  no worries,
 Sal 
& Luigi's also
 features 
other  Italian favorites, 
like lasagna, italian 
sausage, and 
ravioli's.  
   
Speedsters
 
In a 
hurry?  On the go? 
This new cafe
 on the 
block creates a wide 
variety of garden
 fresh 
salads, sandwiches, and 
baked 
potatoes stuffed 
with  the 
stuff 
you 
like.  
Homemade 
soup,
 
chili, 
and 
yogurt  
top 
off  the 
selections  
that 
make 
:his 
dell a 
one -of
 -a-kind 
find
 in 
downtown
 San 
Jose.
 
   
542iedg 
Located in 
the heart of 
San 
Pedro  Square, 
Spied()  offers exquisite
 
Italian cuisine in an 
attractive 
atmosphere.  
The light
 features 
alone  
are enough to 
draw
 in 
curious diners. The 
servers are bright and 
professional and will 
provide  you with 
a 
wonderful
 dining 
experience. 
   
MARKETING:
 Gloria 
Abu-Sleiman
 and 
Michael
 Rackley 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES:
 Christine 
Coe,
 Brian 
Kettering, Michele Lovaas, Sylvia Sanchez, Joanne
 
Sucgang,  
Tom 
Manychan
 Yip, and Ellen 
Weng 
ARTISTS: 
Joseph
 Hu, Malia French, 
Claudette
 
Kaldani,  
Jon  Jay 
Montemayor,
 and 
An
 
Tarver 
GUIDE DESIGN:
 
Malia  French
 and
 Jon Jay 
Montemayor 
ushi 
Lovers
 
Enjoy authentic 
Japanese  cuisine
 in a 
fun  atmosphere. 
Featuring  a revolving 
sushi bar 
with  a 
fresh
 
selection  
of sushi 
starting
 at $1.20. In 
addition
 to sushi, 
they
 
offer  
teriyaki,
 tempura 
and sukiyaki. 
   
Veggie
 
Table  
A 
great
 
tasting
 
vegetarian cuisine from 
the far east. We'll 
change your 
view  of 
vegetarian dining with 
our  unique taste and 
excellent 
service. 
   
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Low
 
0.1  
1111 
Coen 
SOO 
..taint Venture Between 
Grub Club 
and 
Associated  Students. 
 
200/o
 of All Sales 
Go
 To SJSU 
Through
 Associated 
Students 
1
-800
-986
-GRUB  
Grub Club 
Thanks  At, 
Roberts
 Bookstore,Greek
 System, 
Cheerleaders, 
Athletic 
Department 
and  All The 
Students  For 
Their  Continued
 Support. 
The Grub 
Club's
 Mission 
Statement:
 
"We
 Never 
Want  Students
 To Pay 
Full  Price 
For  Dining 
Service 
and  Entertainment
 at 
Their  Favorite
 Places." 
Available  In 
Student 
Union At 
AS Business
 Office
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